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IMPORTANT WAR

DELAYED

I

S., IS

Vice Consul Imbrie, in a Delayed Cablegram. Reaching
Washington, Advises of Action of the Bolshevik!
IS VIEWED

LABOR SHDRTAG E

LATE

Nation Needs a Million Unskilled Men at Once; Reserve of Skilled Workers Is
Exhausted, Reports Show,
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department.

Two Councils A)Hlntcl.
Announcement in a despatch from
France of, the appointmet of two
international councils, one at Archangel and the other
at Vladivostok,
however, counterbalances the unfav- orable.mriys rontairred in the dfcspSTW
from retrograde Ambassador Francis, as dean of tho dlplomntic corps,
.will act as the presiding officer of tho
.Archangel council. The personnel of
the Vladivostok council is not yet
Consul Caldwell will be
complete.
the American member until President
Wilson designates a representative.
Persecution of the few Americans
in Petrograd for the ten days prior
to the despatch of Consul Imbrie's
cablegram made state department officials apprehensive as to their safety. Officials regard it as evident that
further messages from the consul
have been held up by the Bolshevik,
v Regard Dec laration Seriously.
The reference In Consul Imbrie's
despatch to n declaration of war
against the United States by the
Rolshevik authorities, however, was
regarded most seriously by officials
It was suggested that the speech of
Minister of War Trotsky at Moscow
lata in July, in which he declared that
a state of war existed between Russia
and Gseat Britain and France and
their allies and which Foreign Minister Tchitcherin modified, in response
to an inquiry by Consul Genera) Poole,
to a state of defense against the
allies, was the real basis for the latest development in Petrograd, Tt was
thought that upon receipt of the report of Trotsky's speech the Petro- Crrad Bolshevik ftllthoritiea Internroted
It as they saw fit and Issued their dec-- 1
laratlon of war against the United
States.
Fate of Americans In Doubt.
Whether the Americans In Petro-Era- d
will be able to escape wag doubtIt was said, despite the recent
' ful,
agreement with the Finnish government whereby Americans leaving
Russia mleht have safe passage
here
through Finland. Officials
pointed out that the FinnB would be
unable to protect Americans against
German officials and soldiers who are
In control In Finlad.
The announcement by Secretary
Faker today of the arrival of the

'

d
regiment, regulars.
Infantry at Vladivostok
of
the
military representation
brings
thp United States at that port to two
full regiments, the arrival of the
Twenty-seventInfantry having been
announced several days ago. hecre-tnr- y
said
that Major General
Baker
Wlillam 8.- Craves, who is to command the American contingent, had
not yet arrived at Vladivostok,
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To Hear Argument Monday.
Judge
Chicago,. Aug.
J.sndls announced
today that he
would hear arguments next Monday
for a new trial
morning on the motion
for the 100 I. W. V. leaders recently
foud guilty of conspiracy to Interfere
with the government conduct of the
war. Counsel for the T. W. W. have
signified their intention of appealing
the case.
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GALLERIES ARE FILLED
TO HEAR THE DEBATES

MILLIONS

Reed of Missouri

One Man Control, Through the Allies
Take Thousands of
Creation
..
of a New DepartPrisoners, Numerous Guns
ment of Aviation, Is Urged
and Machine Guns and Vast

HUNS NOT PERMITTED
OF DOLLARS
HAVE BEEN SQUANDERED
TO PAUSE FOR BREATH

g

Urges-Sendin-

500,000 Americans to
Russia at Once; Sees Need
of 5 to 6 Million Men,
4

REPORT. CHARGES

Measure Changing Army Draft Committee Finds Fault With From the Region of Soissons
What
to the South of Arras Fieid
Has
Been
Age Limits to 13 and 45
Done,
Praises Whals Being Done
Marshal Haig's Men ConExpected to Be Disposed Of
and Recommends Changes,
tinue Onward Sweep, ,
by .Saturday,

tjrt

ARE TO BE CURTAILED

Employers in Certain Lines
of Business Are Urged to
er, May Have Misinterpreted Trotzky's Speech Made
Release Suitable Employes
at Moscow Recently,
for Government Work,

lY MORN, NO JOURNAL RlMteiAL LtOIO WIRRI
Washington, A dr. 22. Dispatches
from Russia today wore of a somewhat disturbing Mature to state department officials. Vice Consul Robert W. Imbrie, at Petrograd, reported
in a delayed despatch that members
of the Bolshevik government at the
former Russian capital had issued a
pronuneiamento declaring that a state
of war existed between Russia and
the United States.
In view of the Bolshevik declaration, Mr. Imbrie reported in his despatch which was dated Aug. 2, that
he had lowered the United States flag
over the consulate and. following the
recent action of Consul General Poole
at Moscow, closed the consulate and
turned the affairs of the United
States over to the Norwegian consul.
Americans in Petrograd, believed to
number about 20. were warned to
leave, Consul Imbrie's despatch said,
although the consul Indicated that he
would remain at his post until he had
received instructions from the state
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Petrograd Authorities, Howev-
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(' uda led War Load by the AssoWashington,
Aug. 22. The fact
Washington, An,;. 22. Taking up
f
Vnshington, Aug. 22. Strictures ciated I'rrm). The German
GEN.
that there is now a shortage In war
battle
the n,a n powc r bill chaii.iiu;; tho army upon failures, disaiHiolntruenls
ninl I ne In I'ranee K still
.... i.. ,i.
...
...
work of 1,0(10,000 unskilled laborers
nidi i ' viim
.1.,,..
ll, jiff '"
crumbling un',,., limtta
"
'!'
"
xmerican
proaircraft
der
the
Oonei'fl .1. .J.
i
impetus of the attacks of th".
t.
for the (irsl time weiirhiK : Mlei-and that the reserve of skilled workdo-- 1
both branches of congress
snnp"l
gram arc
with praise for whu- - unusn ami French.
I
.
rn il of our iiiunaiHlcr"iti-elilrr- ,
taken nl the haled the measure, with thetoday
:
ers is exhausted developed today at a trout. Tliin is he lutesl l i.
leaders i,., i, ' " coupled
;
From the region of Solssons
planning Its passage by the house to- - ""'nt lllll ""'"PlIshe.T and a stateconference of field agents of the fedaround
morrow and by the senate Kaurday.
njiamity production soon ine curve in the front to the vicinity
eral employment
service.
Further
sp eches urging that tho! "lay be expected, in a long report of Ussigny the
Spirited
enemy has been vis-hcurtalnment of
needed
for the army Is submit ted today bv the senate
producwith further heavy defeats, while
military
tion Is planned to release men
counted upon to crush the enemy next subcommittee on Its
investl-vea- r
,,"t"'w
aircraft
the Somnm
I'll r, l!',"'Ih
were. m:n e with crowded ua or- ..
work.
Bray to the south of Arrai'.
" ,ul commenting favorably Held
ies. whilo outside a dramatic touch RU"onThe labor shortage is s serious
Haig's men have conwas given in the marching, to martial "i'on reorganization already effected tinued Marshal
their victorious thrusts
that completion of a number of imcommittee
songs ami cheers, of khaki-claThe allies haxe
urges one-- j
a largo
for euibai kation man control throu-'l-strongly
portant war projects for the army and
fantry training
the creation of number of additionalcaptured
towns and vann('w department of aviation headel tage points which in the
navy is being delayed, it was stated
further
ijiseiission in both senate and house' by a cabinet member,
at the conference. The field agents
of the offensive are of the utoonieivd upon opposition from somej
Waste of millions of dollars faulty most
decided that the only way In which
strateglo value. Nowhere is ths
nuniiiiin iu caiuiiB joiuiiM oi is iu executive organization, imnroner
li- - enemy being
the needed laborers could be secured
tile colors.
catinn of training fields, employment breath. Thu permitted to pause for
armies of Haig, Mangin
The bill was piloted In the senate of inexperienced
was to take them from
fBy Morning Journal Special Leased Wire)
inspectors and favor- and Humbert are pressing
their adhouse
and
of
chairmen
the
by
itism
to
me
contractorswan
in
British
are
Armv
the
I'ran.e
with
a
among
industry.
vantage with a strength that brooks
battery of Austrian cunM. In
live military committees, Senator faults charged to tho old organi'suitlo.i
;i:.IO p. m. (by The Associat22.
Aug.
no
denial
of
"The time has come for the entire ed
to questions he declared th.il Chamberlain of Oregon and Repretheir efforts.
by the committee.
Press). There has been fierce response
Thousands of prisoners, numerous
nation to realize that business as us- fighting
sentative Dent of Alabama. The for
ltcHirt Is IntiM'rsntml.
a large section he.; did not dislike the Germans.
today
along
and
guns
machine
mer
guns and large
declared traditional the policy of
ual is no longer possible," Nathan A. of the liritiKh
"You may think it queer of mo, bu;
The
Is Imoersonal, explain- - stores of war
front, to 'the south of
an young as 18 to null i U thatreport
supplies have been add..
Smith, assistant director of the em- Arras virtually through to the Uiver f manage to get along all
.11..
nliestlrtnu if in A
with subjecting lioys
ed to the stocks already in allied
right
or official
"i
ployment service, told the conference. Somme.
Lrr.V!.COf'.'l?.,,l..a,SO ?h?","i?neVl
corruption were hands. To the British alone In the
them," he remarked.
Must Cut Out Luxuries.
'0U for '"vcstlgation to the depart. past two
Again the Hritish have been vicdays of fighting have coma
Among other prisoners was a bri- commute. .
"If we are to end the war quickly torious. The buttle north of the Anment of Justice inquiry directed
by more than 5,000 prisoners,
Kthe production of luxuries and non- cre raged all day long while IO.OiiO gade commander who, when captured,
hai'1K
:
n
:.
,
was
submitted
.,...,lk
t
llalg Advances Two Miles.
essentials in this country must come yards to the south another British was about to telephone back for ari,
unanimous endorsement of
In a new offensive begun by llulg.
to an end. It is a question of ending force, which crossed the Ancro dur- tillery support. Just as that moment tmg opposition to compulsory service-,,,,'
Hf,Imtors
hl...
from
tho north of tho Somme to Al,
.
the war quickly or having it dragged ing tho night and opened an attack a stocky British soldier put his bead as a policy, defended the house com-- 1
bert an advance of two miles eastmittce's amendment to defer until lasto;",
on indefinitely."
Thomus of ( olorado,"'"""
at daybreak, was driving steadily in- In the window! and informed tlie ,.,,n.fi,r
chair- - ward
already has been made over ilm
i,nv.ti
Indication of how the
man.
to the enemy positions on the high commander that ho was a prisoner. reaentutive
Senators lieed of Missouri, six mile
front. In this fighting ths
Knhn of California, lv.ttk Smith and
Later
may be'eombed was given today ground between Jtraxitr-$omiii- e
of
after
had
New
on,
the
iin-- i
commander
of
Indiana
Georgia.
town of Albert on the Ancre,
hnj reaehe.t the,
republican member of the commit. Krelinghuysen of New .fcrsev. Aftf-the key.
when the community labor hoard nf Albert and bad alreart-"Piers' cage, one by Ing
pri
stone
,mntt)riL
'of the bill us origi
of the Gerinnn defense protectTITO wistrtct of Columbia a.iiiottiieed
oue'his officers began to arrive at the Dee,- urged adoption wlthou
commit-mn- t
I a "thousand
ntilitnrv
by
",e
fl,lt
prisoners.
t
tha!api,roval
Germans
tho
tvlnn
nally presented,
ing
north of the Somme"
a list of 24 classes of work regarded
ine Germans are retreating from same place. The commander stood bunds
has been
tm
of the war
He said''"0 "n w,'lH ro'l,i to ,hp on;if
Here the Brltlsl
as
bitement later commenting on made 1,400 taken.
Employers in this tho section between the two pointa at the gate and with a smile and a all men between depai
aucwi
tho
German
proposed
The
prisoners.
class are culled upon voluntarily to where the Uritish urmies are ham- handshake welcomed each newcomer.
the
reimrt.
Baker
the
mid
Secrelary
would l.e needed
Ancre river to the south of Albert'
release their unskilled labor for war mering them
should
be
to
know
country
and where they are From Arras to the Somme the Britgratified
An
was
amendment proposing to fnake
crossed by the British in their
work. Community boards are being threatened with being left in n pock- ish guns are roaring away this afterthe minimum draft age 20 instead of that ouantity production of nirplancs
thus forming a serious menace
organized throughout the country br et. The town of Albert is unofficially noon either side of the fine as the ix, was Introduced by Senator Kirby now is assured. Senator Thomas put drive,
to
the
enemy around Bray, where at
n letter into the record from Howard
the department of labor, and they reported to have fallen into the British continue
to hammer the of Arkansas.
last
the Americans were in
reports
K. Coffin, former chairman of
BiitiHli
are
l:e
g
enemy.
sailing
hands
who
are
airplanes
of
the
1
ofpross-InUritish,
i Continued
Senator Wadsworth of New York
on
Urn battle line.
rko Two. i
through perfect summer skies and fered an amoivlment extending the aircraft nrodnetlon board. diHoluimI 'U
the enemy hard.
Desperate resistance has been offerAlong the Arras-Alberailway em- raining down tons of explosives on draft to the navy, while five amend- responsibility for himself and other. ed to the furtheri eastward advance
bankment and on both sides of it the heads of the bodies. Fast tanks, ments WITH intt'llllMi.ml hi Uomitfie
of
tho British In tho sector Immewhenever possible, dash through nnd Cummins, tlnn nrovldcs that th' n.m-L- and navy officers,
'
heavy fighting continues.
diately south of Arras, where the ImFaults Are Pointed Out.
On the northern half of the battle round up odd parties from tho( rear. or fight provision is not to apply to
portant railroad town of Bapaum
For the situation that 'has resulted seems
The British losses so far have been strikes, providing the strikers are willfront the Uritinh stormed the enemy
to be the Immediate objective,
ing to submit their dispute to the de in absence of a single Amerlcan-mad- o
positions and captured them, inflict-- . extraordinarily light. The tank casParticularly heavy fighting occurred
cision of a board designated bv tin fighting airplane or heavy bombing! nt
Ing terrible losses on the enemy. They ualties have been few also,
but although- - the
ON
then pushed
eastward at varibus
The German guns are very active president. Another proposes the regis. Plane at the front, und the presence '
changed hands numerous times,
of
rie
there
of
men
tration
first
Havianl
20
only
of
nanielincouit
and
between
points. They occupied
hurling everything, including gas, at
reronnolssanco machines bv July 1, the vantage belonged to the British
trench, well to the east of the em- the British.
at last accounts. Further Important
(Continued onPage Two.i
the committee assigns three
bankment and were reaching out
of the enemy line hao)
causes dominance
of
automobile penetrations
similarly at other points.
and tho British were operatmanufacturers with no aeronautical occurred
Herman Counter Attack Falls.
to
well
east of the Bapaume-Arra- s
the
In aircraft
experience
production, ing
A counter attack this afternoon
railway.
their adoption
of tho "Impossible
north of Courcelles was completely
Allies privo In a Wedge.
task" of applying the Liberty motor
broken down by the British before the
Under) the further progress of the.
oi all classes of machines and failure
lloche gained a single font of ground.
to adopt successful foreign planes French armies, from tho vicinity of
faV MORNtN JOURNAL SPVCiAi. LIABIO WIRI1
The value of the position along .the
Lassigny to Solssons a mighty wedge
,
and motors.
IN
IN
Ixndon, Aug. 22 (4 p. m.) The embankment can readily be seen. Tlifr
ARMY
seemingly has been driven In between
In the train of disappointments enFrench army under command of Gen- country is flat and the railroad runs
General von Boehn and
eral Mangin, in its attack on the Oise along the top of a high,
the original tho armies ofcrown
suing the committee savs
'
German
prince. Over the
front today has reached the line of
$640,000,000 aviation
appropriation the
ridge, which overlooks and con
bad been "practically wasted" and entire front the Germans have been
the Ailette river, according to reports trols considerable
shell
cleaned
the Bristol fighter and other types furtheri pushed buck, at some distanKAISER
reaching London, this afternoon. The ground on either side of it.
had been abandoned after long and ces from two to three miles, and in
d
possession by the French of the whole
south
from
To the
retrograde movement the enemy
line of the Ailette, according to Ixn to the Ancre, the armies in battle
costly experiments nnd loss of life. tho
don military experts, means that Mar have been sweeping backwards und
The deH.ivlland machine is faulty, it was forced to nhandon large numbers
enshal Foch's design to drive big wedges
ndds, and now in process of chance. of guns. Noyon Is now ull but been
forwards, attacks and cdunter atbetween General von Hoehm's army tacks
The Liberty
motor, tho veloped. The Dlvette river has
and again.
l
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again
repeated
(V
being
tho
both
Olse
the
reached
and
and
and tho forces of tho German crown British
committee
declares. Is "oxcaUent,"
Washington, Aug. 22. Kieven brigpatrols have been in
Amsterdam, Aug. 22. The Gerinnn
Ailette rivers have been crossed and
prince has been successfully accom
but at the moment it appears emperor witnessed maneuvers In Ar- adier generals of the armv were nom- approved of andnotordered by the rallies
the onward thrust of the French on
depushed.
yet perfect
tha British lines are actually a dennes wood bv the
by President Wilson todiiv for and, although
eastern end of the line from Sols- -'
General Byng's advance north of that hundred
Brandenburg inated
veloped in the short time reported, I) the
of that town,
west
to
few
the
yards
promotion
sos northward seems likely to bring
of
grade
major In quantity production.
the Ancre is regarded here as highly in Ihfc neighborhood of Beauregard chausseur battalion and afterwards
general.
are;
They
about
Is
He
shortly the outflanking of the
quoted
significant, for this advance has been n net Dovecote, on the road between addressed the soldiers.
William H. Johnston, Beaumont B.
town of Lnon.
his special correspondent, Karl
made with comparative ease over
by
important
Pulssieux-Au-Mon- t,
ADAMS
OF
NEBRASKA
and
Buck, William Wlegei.
U
Robert
1'och Has the Initiative.
Uosner, in the Lokal Anzeiger, as
ground which has been the scene of Minumont
of
west
still
are
The
'
British
Robert
Huwze,
L.
Alexander, John
Viewed In all Its aspects the allied
some of the costliest fighting during
G, A, R, COMMANDER
but patrols have been ,in
Grote Hutcheson, Walter II.
offensive seemingly shows that Genthe war.
"It is a special pleasure to me to sa- - nines,
atcounter
Boohe
A.
town.
The
Kit
ths
Las-sitGordon,
William
Helmlck,
indl
Some experts believe there are
era) Foch now .'has the initiative enground the
tacks here, as well as at Miraumont, luto on Its maneuver
and William 8. MoNalr.
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MAr
cations that the Germans are prepar wore
tirely in his own hands and that he
chausseur
battalion
Brandenburg
fresh
out
troop
by
Brigadier General Jesse Mel. CarPortland, Ore., Aug. 22. C. E. Ad- purposes to press his advantages for1
ing for a withdrawal on a huge scale, which carried
whose nume is highly esteemed in the
soen
toward
have!
been
of
rushing
chief
the
ter,
perhaps to the lines of last winter, but the front from the rear, in an ef- entire army. The Brandenburg spirit was nominated mllltla bureau, also ams of Omaha, Nob., was elected to- the little more than two months ot
there Is no definito confirmation of
major general and day commander In chief of tha Grand good fighting weather that remain,
In its fresh vKaelty und loyalty makes
'i
Brigadier General Merritt WIreland Army of the Republic for the coming before the winter season sets in. Inthis. The Germans' ranks are so de fort to relieve Genral Otto von
exemplary soldiers, and as such the was
harassed seventeenth army.
as
nominated
assistant
pleted that in many Instances tho al
have
deed, It Is not Improbable that he may
year. Tho new head of the
always proved
Brandenbiirgeis
r;er!iinn Are Slaughtered.
the rank of major general.general zation served In the Civil war organilies have met German companies con
In,, the elect to keep after his quarry even,
themselves, and only recently In the with
attacks
the
our
At
colonels
Marlbor- Fifth Wisconsin Battery, Fourteenth when the cold descends.
Foch now
taining less than seventy men.
great battle in Franco, whore they ough Churchill, ofincluding
Britthe general staff, Army Corps, under the commands of .has a greatly strengthened army and
Referring to the advance which the were In such "streriKth that the
earned fresh laurels.
chief
allies have made during the last ish retired for a short distance from
were
censor,
is
army
across
nominated
Genthe strength
General George H. Thomas and
obtaining from
"For some time the battalion hat
.
month east of Amiens, it is stated in the outskirts of the town and conthat will perin splendid
eral Sherman.
put at special work and shall be- brigadiers. General
London that this ground has been tented themselves for the time betn?: been
McP.
.his
out
Brigadier
of
Ch"umlers
to
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work
J.
him
Ore.;
mit
Henry
strategy in
modin
Portland,
come
the instructor
fighting in
enentw
Cain,
transferred from the was chosen senior vice commander-in-chie- bis own time.
gained at a smaller cost than any vic- with pouring bullets into the to
win ern battle. Every fresh battle experi- office recently
of
tory in the whole history of the fight forces, who in heir eagerness
comndjutant general to
Other officers elected were
no matter how small, ence, every new fighting method shall
ing on the western front. The number something,
bo taken up and worked out fol mand a division, was nominated to be Charles H. Haber of Virginia, iunlors JEWISH YOUTHS ARE TO
Of allied casualties actually less than rushed right into the center of the here
a
communder-ln-chleffor
:
tho
of
vice
general
the
C, M. Fcr-ri- n
major
period
the benefit of the army,
i
the numberbf prisoners taken. This is target formed by tho town.
war. "
and
of Vermont, surgeon
REGISTER ON AUG. 26
of
the
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entire
shall
"The
task
Brita situation which is unprecedented in
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of
Miraumont
Southwest
Other nominations follow:
Philin A. Nordall of Boston, Mass..
fill the individual fighter and battala large scale battle.
to be brigadier generals In chfiplaln-ln-chleColonels
ish at latest' reports had the enemy ions
with spirit and effiency nnd thep the
IBV MORNINO
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tvlh his back to the River Ancre.
The newly elected contmander-1n-chlrarmy of the United States (temtransmitted to my whole inBecause
Tanks have been working well to shall be Tho
Aug. 22.
Washington,
announced the following
porary for duration of the war):
old
Brandenburg
spirit,
fantry.
lines
almost
of the Jewish Orthodox
of his staff: A. N. Trim- members
the front of the British
Henry C. Newcomber, La Roy R.
and
the
Brandenburg
thoroughness
was
battle
to
The
W. Davison. Howard L. ble, Lincoln, Neb., ndlutnnt general; church object
fought
everywhere.
registering for mili-tsr- y
are forces which know how tc Upton, Peter
service on their sabbath Provost
E. Bamford, George
Col. D. It. Stowlts of Buffalo, tt. Y.,
under a scorching sunthe men fight- energy,
Frank
Laubach,
find
victory.
d
H. Estes. Brlant H. Wells. Frank K ouartermaster general, and George I), Marshal General Crowder announced
ing over, the dusty,
"Take the enemy everywhere you Watson.
E. Kellogg of Newcastle, Calif.; putriotlc today that youths of the Jewish faith
ground, open sbirted, or without up- find
Leroy Eltlnge, Dennis
in
hand.
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firmly
will not be required to register next
fanus McCloskey. William K. instructor.
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that
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again
bodies.
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Guv V. Henry,
Colo,
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At
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Burt, Edward 1).
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Amsterdam, Aug. 22. Field Mar-sh- dead, mowed down by the British fire, May God help you."
tion will be accepted by local boards
Anderson. William J. Glasgow. John
E. Woodward, S. J. Bavard Schlndle,
Hindenburg, addressing the Thirr! lay baking in the sun.
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op Monday
Th total number of prisoners taken 2
President Wilson has authorized, an
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,
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it
known
but
of
Berlin
as
to
Taas .Zeitung
that
is still uncertain,
his original proclama-- j
amendment
Whitworth, Robert E. Callan,
saying;
"Let us'look into the future.
Our at least 3,000 have been captured. In
tlon, under which all persons adher-- I
ITarley B. FerAUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT Frank K. Fergusson,
we comparison with those taken yesterposition is favorable, although
Ing to religious sects which observe
guson. George A. Nugant. Fox 'Conlately have happened to have beei day tho prisoners today were tired,
ner. Rayond W. Brtggs, Edward H.
Saturday as tho Sabbath may register
H
MOAAMN
JOUR4AL RAtCIAL UUID
set back. But this is a fortune of war dirty, hungry and thirsty. Among
on the 26th.
R1
KeArmond.
Maryborough Churchill,
with which we must reckon. We them was an Austrian artillery offiColo..
Fort Collins.
Aug. 22. Mrs. Robert M. Danford.
must not nermit ourselves to be in- cer, who arrived at the cages with all E. F. Klmmelshue, wife of, the 'Rev.
Goes to Aid Picltcts.
Colonels to be brigadier generals,
fluenced thereby.
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 22. The two
Kimmelshue
of
El Paso. Teas,sAug. 22. Mrs. Alice
Monmouth.
the elegance
surrounds
that
Illinois, ordnance department, (temporary for
usually
"Success is with us. The enemy be- officers- in Emperor Charles' army. was fatally Injured and their sons, duration of the war):
Austrians, Frans Sepraze and Antone Do Groff, former owner of the
gins to show signs' of weariness and He had his soldier servant with him Robert, 11 years old, and Stinson, 17
and Sheldon hotels and one of
John T. Thompson. Colden L. H. Gegodlz, who wore arrested near Ankilled
were
$o long as we do not relax our effort
but the servant got lost In the mix-u- p
years old,
instantly late, Buggies, Samuel R. McRoberts, Georee thony, N; M.i yesterday charged with the wealthiest women in El Paso, left
but remain firm of purpose, we shall and, much to the annoyance of both. today in an automobile accident near W.. Burr, Od.us C. Horney,jGuy. E. being enemy aliens, - were brought today for Washington, D. C, to Parattain our goal, which is an honorable. man and master, they were put inte Estes Park village. Mrs. Kimmelshue Tripp.
here lust night and placed in the fed- ticipate in the picketing now In prog'
.
died on being taken to Fall River
strong, German peace."
Mrs. De
separate cages.
Colonels to be brigadier generals, eral section of the county Jail for in- ress at thei white house.
The men were walklnv Groff announced her Intention of
Incidentally, the Geman prisoner lodge. A Miss Margaret Wood- of
the United States army, (permanent vestigation.
was
carAusIn
to
Is
who
Nominated.
the
took
of
New
occasion
was also promotion):
Mexico highway and taking her place on the picket line If
the
make fun
Sterling
along the
'
trian soldier; asked for information about the possible. She has been a pioneer
Washington,
r,
Aug.
G.
severely injured and tonight was reJohn W. Heavy.
A. Sterling of Texas was nominated
In
be
to
to
a
Doesn't Dislike Teutona,
critical
Mexico. Tho men worker for woman's suffrage In El
route'
shortest
condition.
K.
Amos
Lucius
ported
Hotbrook,
The Austrian officer said that ha Mr. Kimmelshue, who was driving tho A. Fries, Preston- Brown. Frank R. claimed rb be from Cleveland, O., and Paso. Her formor home was la Tuci
by the president today for a position
v
.
as secretary of embassy class four. had been
arc believed to be Austrians.
front for a month car, w.is uninjured.
son.
...
.
McCoy.
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THE WEATHER

m

FORECAST,
Denver, Colo., Aug. 22. New Mex
Ico: Friday and Saturday, partlj
cloudy with local showers In east portion; not much change in tempera-

ture.

'

'

Ariisona: Friday and Saturday, lair
In west; local showers in east portion-nomuch change in temperature.

t

.

A

LOCAIi

KKl-OR-

'

urrnnary of local weather con-

hours
ditions tor ihr twenty-fou- r
ended at 6 p. rn. yesterday follows:
Maximum temperature.' 84 degrees.;
minimum, 58; range, 26; temperature
s.t 6 p. m,, 74; south wind; cloudy. ..
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at Home to Combat
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in uprights, secured with barbed

nails, and supported under bottom
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Haig's .Men Smash Enemy's Doughboys' First Experiences
Lines and Make Gains Deat the Front Are Usually
OfObtained Where There Is
spite Stiff Resistance
fered by the Germans,
Only Minor Activity.

1

(BY NORNINtt JOURNAL
With the British Army in France,
PICIAL LIASCO WIRtt
Writh the American Army in LorAug. 22 (by the Associated Press.)
British troops are holding virtually raine, Aug. 22. "A quiet sector," said
t
nil of the
railroad and an officer of an American division
have established their posts well east holding a position so designated, "apof that line.
pears to bo a part of the front
."I It's Hardware We Have It"
but scouting, patrolling, shellThe British success In tho north
enabled the tanks to puss beyond the ing and gassing are going on. with a
115-11- 7
Phone 74
North First Street
to
railroad.
Some were reported
this little bombing and
morning to he working as far east- vary the monotony."
In a "quiet" sector the American
ward as the Bapuu
road.
of
In their new attack the British ear- soldier gets his first experience
war.
"Some of the relatively small
ly this morning apparently have takso
in
to
look
war
the
this
things
en their final objectives on' the right
big
and were well inside the enemy lines. new man that he is inclined to take
OF
them
an Amersaid
for
ones,"
bigger
t
South of Albei the British crossed
general, "and it is important for
the Ant-r- river during the night. This ican
both
new
the
and
the
soldier
young
morning the British lines had moved officer to get familiar
with the little
forward until they ran in front of
Germans
send
the
frlghtfulnesses
Meaulte-Albethe
ON
road.
over so as to get the proper proporThe British attack between the tion between them
and real attacks.'
Somnje and the Ancre was not on a
Patrols are large contributors to tho
front.
very extended
Satisfactory war diary of the
division in this secprogress has been, reported from ev- tor and the American
Stora
coal and
soldier is parLAND ery
on
British
the
point,
right wing ticularly ant at it. It is no secret for
of wood.
about 150 Germans were captured. the
Germans that hi- is always at li
The British were steadily driving and that he Is
venturesome enough
into the (lerman positions on the high to
push Into their lines and into the
.251
between
ground today
back
of tlieni. The Germans
villages
and Albert.
tine thousand find their wire cut in most unexpected
World's Greatest Powder Factiermaiis were taken prisoner.
places, even live wins in some cases.
Counter
A putrol caught at this dangerous
l'ail.
tory Is Built in Six Months;
A vicious German counter attack work found itself in the range of maE
Will Have a Capacity of directed
t;;iinst the British positions chine guns and bad to roll back under
in the outskirts of Miraumont were the wire and across No Man's Lund
Pounds a Day,
with bullets whistling over their beads
driven 'iff.
The British troops today were still Another patrol pushing into a Gerto the west of Achiet le Grand, but man commanding post and finding it
trunk
vacant dragged an officer's
m. kkim.v.'
y
putrols have been in Die town.
holes to their own
(X. Y.. A. Start Correspondent.)
The battle north of the Ancre raged back over the shell
trenchfs.
,
Jacksonville, Tenn., Aug. 22. Nino
throughout the night and
Tho patrol Is expected to do nothhundred thousand pounds of smoke- furiously
this miiiniiiH and the British troops,
TO
less cannon powder every day Ih go- after
the most desperate ing more than bring in information.
overcoming
ing to be the contribution to the war enemy resistance, are holding virtual- Tho orders are to avoid contact with
of the largest powder plant in the ly all t lie
t
railroad em- the enemv, but patrols often meet and
world.
bankment on the northern half of the occasionally are obliged to fight.
I have spent the dav looklnt? nt
One man of an American putrol,
front and even have established
IRY MOANINU
JOURNAL RRICIAL LIAIIO WlRI)
industrial .community that six months battje
separated frortjjhis comrades and capposts well to "the east. .
tured
,
V
was noiuing out peaceful farm
...
by the enemy, bad gained
2
l. u
To the southward, especially in tho
,
lu
ni once io
... neighborhood
lands
Information that be de.,l.
Th,.
....,yJ,
of
Lnlted
States supreme court for u
if he coul.l
s
now it is a
there has been most fierce fighting. termined to take back
reversal of his conviction for murder Jacksonville;
postothce with 3:1, 000 houses built or The tide of battle seems to have swung His rifle had been taken from him
in connection with a bomb explosion
to
conceal a couple
built.
over this village several times. Yes- but he managed
here. offlcialH of the International being
Slyly removing the cap'
Where' nothing was but 5 square terday there was continuous fighting of grenades.
Workers Defense league announced
as
he was being lod
one
them
of
from
miles of corn fields, pasture lands and all day at this place and it appears to
here today.
across No Man's Land he struck It
truck gardens, 27.400 men are at be still going on.
Before the Mooney appeal is taken
The Germans, by flinging in large against the other, let it drop then
to the United States supreme court work making powder and building
units of the plant. Already 250
numbers of troops, at last reports sprinted back to safety.
the state supreme court will be asked new
000
Indian 'troops are rendering great
Iuavm
had come back to the western part of
pounds of nowder
lor a writ of error. As the applicathe village, but this appears to have service in this work, retting over the
manufactured.
tion for this writ is to be predicted
Before January 1,' Jacksonville will been done a number of times. The ground between the lines without
on the petition
which was denied
British are determined to get on hero seeming to touch a thing that profinally by the state supreme court have more than a hundred thousand and
equally deter- duces noise, and bringing back most
yesterday the writ will necessarily tie population, everyone of its workers minedtheto Germans are
prevent it if possible, not- useful information.
refused, defense attorneys said, ami engaged In making powder for the
Men in observation posts and capwithstanding terrific losses,
is only a formality which will permit big guns.
tive balloons furnish detailed informaThe "Old Hickory" plant, as It has
of Mooney making a direct appeal to
Kneiny Suffers Itsscs.
There has been the same sort of des- tion of everything they see going on
the supreme court of the United been named, has been built by the
enemy's lines. From their
fctaus.
government end is being operated by perate fighting in front of Miramont, back of the
the DuPont Engineering company. At where the Germans for a time have reports the war diary registers a daily
. The petition denied
asked
yesterday
of the number of trains and tha
Tor a reversal of the
order of the the end of tho war tho plant belongs managed to withstand assault after count
assault, but here also they huve suf- number of cane in each train Aseen on
trial court which denied Mooney a to tho government.
count
fered ireat losses. Beauregard and the lines of communication.
new trial following representations by
An Amazing I'ndprtnking.
Dovecote apparently now are held by is also kept of columns of smoke with
the ilefense that he had been unlawIt is an amazing undertaking. It the
South of here tho British the hours and minutes when they are
fully convicted.
resembles nothing so much as a mag- also British.
hold a section of the railway. Ev- observed.
nified
a
scenario
of
moving
.
of
picture
Working parties are counted and
the railway embankment
ery inch
view of gold rush
Washington, Auk. 22.-r- n
mining town.
their movements
In the north has beep fought for, the the direction of
Ithe refusal of the circuit court of apThe countryside
is
with Germans regarding (his as the most noted, sometimes leading to tho dispeal:! in California to grant an appeal lines of yellow,' where gashed
plows, stump important position of the battle front covery of new emplacements for
111 the
of Thomas J. Mooney, ofpullers, steam shovels and road rollTho Germans were strongly en- heavy artillery. An aerial photograph
ficials said today the case could not ers
a
have
constructed
streets
Cattery
yet trenched on a line running through showed recently where
reach the supreme court unless a writ unpaved. Itows and rows of as
frame Haiuelincoiirt, just east of the railroad found in this way had been completely
of error was granted by one of the houses, covered with tar
and they had to be
destroyed bv our fire.
supreme court Justices. A request tents, housa the workers, paper and embankmentwhile
The men out Hooutlnir or on patrol,
the Germans holding
with,
for a writ of error would go to Assoout
on the embankment itself from in the listening posts or observation
Saddled horses tied to posts make
ciate Justice McKenna, who reprethink of a western mining town. dugouts and deep ground positions balloons quickly sharpen their faculsent the Ninth Judicial district and one
naii to be bombed before they were ties of observation, get a better grasp
who now is spending' his vacation in Hut inIs place of M."The Xugget Saloon" silenced.
The Germans appear to be of the significance of little things anil
C. A. building: and
the Y,
Medfield, Mass. Although an appeal there
their relation to big ones. Their sense
the where the "Klondyke Dance Hall" rushing troops Into action in the
does not automatically prevent
Last night entente air- of proportion develops and they arc
refjloii.
Mess No. 1" and
would
be
is
al"Virginia
is
out
of
it
Judgments,
rarrylng
men said the road north from Peronne no longer to be misled as to the scope
ways customary for lower court, across from H the "Short Order Res was filled
with, transports while the of the enemy's harassing operations.
of a taurant."
pending the final determination tembetween Bupaume and Bihucaurt
case taken to a higher court, to
Hlactl, white and yellow men toil road
was
with troops and transporarily withhold enforcement of a together building streets, laying wa- portscongested
traveling northwest.
ter mains and sewer pipes, putting
Judgment.
I'rfwoner
Are Coming In.
YLER
tip houses, hauling material, digging
Nearly 2,000 prisoners were in the
ditches, hammering, sawing, nailing. British
URUGUAYAN MINISTER
last
numcages
and
this
night
Beyond the village lies the great
had been materially increased this
J
IS HIGHLY HONORED hurtied wire enclosure In which the ber
plants are located. The first thing morning.
British patrols which ci Vsed the
one hears on entering the guarded
OF
MORNINa JOURNAL upc AL liario WIRI1
Ancre river between Albert and the
gate, and the lust on leaving is
'
22.
Extraordinend
southern
of
ofMATCHESIt Is a penitentiary
Washington, Aug,
yesterday's battle
ary honors were paid Dr. Haltasar fense to light a match or smoke with- front found apparently strong forces
there. Thiepval ridge especially is
Brum, foreign minister of Uruguay on in the confines of the camp.
AND
special mission to the xmlted States,
In this Htrongly held by the enemy and be
There are to be nine
cn bis arrival in Washington today plant. Three are complete.units
The plant tween there and Miraumont patrols
have
as guest of the nation. Secretary Ionibeen
on
heavily fired
by German
Is scheduled for completion cn April
sing, with a squadron of cavalry, a 1, 1919. It will
rnachin'gunners stationed on the oust
be in comof
river.
battalion of infantry and a battalion plete operation probably
bank
the
1.
Actual
January
of' engineers, met the visitor at the manufacture of powder
There has been heavy fighting In
started July
Kills 33 in Minneelation and- on the way to tho home 3. 45 days ahead of schedule.
the neighborhood of Outtersteen ridge Tornado
for his reception, the solIn tho Flanders battle area, which
I
looked
idea
an
the
had
sota Town, Injures Between
powder
diers stood at attention on Pennsyl-val- a stuff we use to Rnuoeze
out of fire- was captured a few days ago. British
avenue before the White House
connow
are
a
operating for
crackers that hadn't exploded. In- patrols
50 and 60, Does Half a
as the minister and his party drove stead,
distance southwest of the
it looks like spaghetti or siderableThere
been
by..
has
ridge.
Million Property Damage,
sharp patrol
macaroni.
If it's macaroni it's for the
in the neighborhood of
big guns; if It's spaghetti, it's for the fightingeast
STEA&ILY
of Merville, where ground
NORRIS IS
smaller sizes. Instead of being hollow, though, the end looks like , a has been gained.
CRT MORNINQ
RRVfctnk LCAflRO WIRtl
JOURNAL
INCREASING HIS' LEAD miniature
Both the British nnd German artilhoneycomb. The spaghetti
Minn., Aug. 22. Tyler toTyler,
were
is chopped off to make "grains" for lery
pounding away north of the night presents a seenfof death nn1
Ancre this morning.
The German desolation as the result of the tornado
smokeless powder.
(RY MORNINtt JOURNAL SPECIAL LKASrD WIRI1
'
were
guns
22.
heavily shelling
United
las
town
Are Simple.
Lincoln. Neb., Aug.
which struck this little
Operations
The British guns were conUtates Senator George W. Norris Is
While the process requires great
night. The death list mounted to thir
near
on
their
fire
roads
the
over
centrating
beer
bis
have
whom
all
wteadily increasing
plurality
are simple. The
care, the
tho enemy defenses and identified tonight,
one. Between fifts
hit opponents for renoniination as re- ingredientsoperations
are raw cotton, treated vital spotsoutInGermans
either entrench- and sixty except
persons were injured five
publican candidate for the UnitedIn with a mixture of sulphuric and nit- shelling
tho
to
of
east
ed
or
railroad
dig
come
as
returns
late
trying
of whom are in a serious condition.
SiaUB senate,
ric acid, to make the explosive comIn.
The Germans have counter at- Thirty business houses and about as
tonight from Tuesday's primary elec- pound. This is "collolded" with ether tacked
at many places several times many residences were demolished.
tion.
and alcohol. The mixture, in plastic but
M. O. McLauRhlin continues to lqad
except at the south have got
Only four business establishments esIs put through a machine that
form,
Adam McMnllen for the republican
caped the storm which tore a, piuh
forms it into the spaghetti-lik- e
form.
nomination for congress in the Fourth The wet. mixture Is then
through the town five blocks lonp
put through NO FURTHER
and two blocks wide. Tho properir
district, the only one in doubt.
REPORT.
three drying processes hot water,
loss Is estimated at hulf a- million dolIt is
hot
When
air.
and
steam,
dry
ItcgiilarH Keucli Vladivostok.
ON RAIDER TRIUMPH lars.
grained or.chopped, blended so there
Search for bodies continued late toWashingtcn, Aug. 22. The Thirty-firwill be no variation in the quality,
United
reguStates
of
Searchers worked all afternoo-- i
night.
Kcgiment
then
and
It
about
IBV
packed.
requires
MORNIN4 JOURNAL SRICIAL LBAtKO WIRK1
and Into the night endeavoring to relars has. arrived at Vladivostok from 15
the
for
process
completed
days
of
Washington, Aug. 24. Absence
lease da young man named Hammond,
Manila, Secretary liaker announced
from, the raw cotton nnd acid stage' any definite report
of activity today who was
beneath hid home.
today.
to the completed product.
on the nart of the raider Trlnmpn. His father, caught
who sat nearly him when
This Is subjected to a rigid inspec- the converted steam trawler armed by the storm broke,
was
Omnibus Strike Is Off.
Instantly hilled.
tion, and a two to three days' test of sixteen members of the GermaniU- Home guardsmen from pip4lonc ar
London, Aug. 22. bondon omnibus actual
in
tho
which
for
guns
boat's
belief
firing
the
crew, strengthened
the streets tonight and
patrolling
employes who haie been on strike It is intended.
The Old
held In naval circles that the vessel Is many civilians were pressed into servsince Airmit 17 oTclded today to re- Iplant has its own proving Hickory
no
on
ground.'
Atlantic
fish
the
North
longer
ice
the
town
authorities.'
by
turn to werk Friday.
Some of the guns are on hand for ing grounds. While numerous disOne hundred and fifty persons who
are
of
ratiber
others
were
large
received during the day, were in a moving' blcture show in 'he
testing:
patches
on the way. The first lot of 250,000 detailing the effects of the Triumph's heart of tho
town had a miraeulou
pounds will go to test September 1.
foray into, the ranks of the American escape from death or serious injury.
is sent and Canadian smacks and trawlers, all Every
the
From
this
powder
was
plant
in that
building
My
to the loading companies, where It Is dealt with sinkings which occurred demolished. Tho windowsvicinity
and doors
cases
shell
into
furnished
contho
and
by
put
of the theater, which Is of stone
yesterday
Tuesday night.
The only possible explanation of the struction,
the shell manufacturers.
were blown out; but the
BERRIES OR FRUIT
The Old Hickory plant will not on-failure of naval patrol craft to' cap- bnildlng'remaincd intact. Several othON A DISH OF
comture the raider will be found that she er stone buildings nearby crumbled.
ly be the largest but the most
has Been sunk by her crew, possibly
A teHm of mules Vtandlng ' neur a
plete powder manufactory in existv
ence. It will make everything t'.iat Is after the men have returned to the
building was blown upon
-needed down, to the boxes for pack submarine.
the roof o fthe building. They were
not scratched and exhibited exciteing, except the raw material Itself
Lieutenant Thaw I Killed.
ment only when preparations were
nS
With the American Army In France. made to lower thein
Vftrx Co fo f'ol'iinbi'".
to the ground.
Columbus. Aug. 27 (by the Associated Press.)
Pnrt'innd. Ore., Aug.
Ohio, was chosen tndav hv tho national Lieut, lllnir Thaw of Pittsburgh, a
For a Imle of good liny or alfalfa,
DEUCIO'S.
of the Cirund Army o,f member of he American aviation pluiim 14. W.
10. .
CCSN
tho Republic as tho place of next service, was killed Sunday evening
FIAXZS
of
his
when
as
fell
a
result
be
will
Officers
airplane
encampment.
year's
j
Journal wants bring results,
elected tpmorrow
engine trguble.
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Military instruction fall of 1918.
Recognized by the United States Government.
A faculty of technical graduates of recognized practical ability.
Good laboratory equipment, including new flotation
and mill units.
An enormous demand for graduates and undergraduates ot Mining Schools.
The New Mexico School of Mines offers a sound business opportunity to New Mexico boys.
Low cost, goo'd dormitory. Write for catalogue.
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if it chose, could call out one class

Fields, Kentucky;
souri, and others.

THE BRITISH

BY

With the British Armies In France,
Aug. 22 (by the Associated Press).
The town of Albert is unofficially reported to have fallen into the hand1;
of thex Ilrilish,
Albert is a town in the department
the Soinine, eighteen miles northeast of Amiens. It is situated on the
Ancre river and is a railroad center
llefore the war it had a population of
more than 7,000.
Albert has been the scene of some
desperate fighting and ill the recent
l'.iilish drive the town was surrounded on three sides by the armies of
Field Marshal
Haig. the village of
Aveluy on the north and Mcaulte on
the south havlna been reached by
them.
of
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Y. W. C. A. Beauty

45.

Other amendments would permit
the exemption of men engaged in
"some other productivo occupation,
or business deemed

nec-

essary;'' prohibit men within draft
ages to leave the country for' more
than a week in order to engage in labor elsewhere, and provide that an
udecpiate number of men should re-

Ir

main in civil employment necessary
to produce supplies and other necessities.
Senator France of Maryland sponsored an amendment prohibiting mill-- !
tary service abroad for youths under
21. but providing for their draft foi

'

!--

v'

4

(i?

!

military or.other training.
A vigorous speech in uebalf of thf

bill was made by Senator Reed of
Missouri, who urged an army of BOO,-000 Americans in Kussia ut once and
predicted this country ultimately must
furnish 6,000,000 or 7,000,000 and undergo the severe hardships of a Ions
wa r.
lieneral debate closed on the bill in
the house tonight and probably will
conclude tomorrow in the senate. Ac
lion on amendments begins tomorrow
in the house.
During the debate Senator Sinoot
of Utah said he did not believe the
necessity exists warranting the taking
of a man 44 years of age for military
service when, ho has two sons already
In the army. That situation will, exist
in many western states, he said.
Representative Olncy of Massachusetts told the house that Provost Marshal General Crowder advised him today that the draft would produce only
men qualified for military
120,000
in the class between tho ages
of 4 4 and 45.
Representative Anthmy of Kansas
suggested that all the controversy
over specifying classes to be called in
order is useless as the war department,

.
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nro to work in close
with
local draft boards.
These Are
Following are the Industries which
the district board, tho1 first to make
an announcement, has listed as non-

second to those of 10 and
between 21) and 40, and third, if necessary, those of 18 and between 41 and
31

as--

reck-onc--

IMPORTANT WAR
PROJECTS DELAYED BY
LABOR SHORTAGE

driving of pleasure cars, cleaning, reg
pairing and delivery of same,
curs, auto trucks other than
those hauling fuel or doing government work, teaming other than delivery of products for war work; bath
and barber shop attendants; bowling,
billiard and pool rooms, bottlers and
bottle supplies, candy manufacturers,
cigars and tobacco, cleaners and
dyers, clothing, confectioners and delicatessen establishments; builders and
contractors not engaged In erection of
structures for war work; dancing
BILL
floracademies, mercantile stores,
ists, fruit stands, junk dealers, livery
TO BE DISPOSED OF
and sales stables; pawn brokers, peaLATE THIS WEEK nut venders, shoe shining shops, window cleaners, soft drink establishments, soda fountain supplies.
Cordjnuedfrom Pare
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COUNTESS OF POULETTV
The Countess foulett, one of England's prettiest peeresses, has enlisted with the Y. AV. C. A. for duty
at the front since the death of her
husband, and is in charge of a community house near the American

sector.
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Tell it through the classified
suits are quick and certain,
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75c value Silk Lisle Hose

49c

.

Knit Union Suits, summer weight in
all sizes, at, suit

,
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,

.

..39c
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Breakfast
?

I

Cotton Blankets, 70x80, a $3.50 value,
at pair
..$198

Ity
L

.

;Try
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If!

two-stor-
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af-

ter another a few minutes opart.
Arguments against calling boys of
IS and 19 were made by iteprcsenta-tive- s
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900,000
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SOCORIIO, NEW MEXICO.

TO! OF ALBERT

TENNESSEE

ll'kln

Phone

100,000

SPRUNG

Jewett Fire

.

60x76, a $3.00 value at, pair

Every army fighting for the freedom of tho world lias it3 own distinctive salute. Here are those of
the most important allied armies
fighting the C,eru.iim.

$2.19

FOR TODAY ONLY

Delegation From

Finland Hunting
for More Trouble

rr MoRNitm

journal ipicial liascd wirri
London, Aug. '22, A Finnish
delegation hus left Helslngfors
for Germany to offer the crown
of Finland to a German prince,
who probably
will
be .Duke
of
Adolph Friedriili
said a dispatch
from Cooonhnuon to ; the
TulcrupU company.
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Archie Rocfsevelt Is Getting Well
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This is the first photograph of Archie Roosevelt sine" he was
His arm U mown in a sling, for lie is Just recovwounded in France.
ering from the wounds he received when a shrapnel shell exploded
near him. Brigadier CSeneral Hoffman, whose homo is in Oklahoma, is
standing at tho left.

FLIPS FROM THE F1LLUMS

.

lci-le-

In connection with the above 'here
Theater
Repeating "The will bo repealed the M.'ck Bennett
Ohost of the Rancho," with Bryant comedy, "Her Blighted Love."
Washburn in the title role; also Charley Murray as the funmaker in a AT THE JPASTI.ME.
In "Woman and Wife," the Select
Mack
comedy, entitled "Her Blighted "Love."
Star scries photodramu, adapted from
".lane Eyre," the immortal novel by
Crystal Opera, House Dark
I,jric TliiMiU-l'rcscnting tho (treat Charlotte Bronte, which will be shown
'VTho
in
Mac Murray as the star
at the Pastime theater today and toKride's Awakening," a super-Cniv- s
morrow, Alice Brady rises to great
feature of six reels; also a good heights' in her delineation of the unfortunate heroine, ousted from the
comedy.
I'astlino Theater The Select
home of the Heeds, the rich relatives
star
as
the
with whom she. is living at tho openpresents Alice lirady
in "Woman and Wife." also "Fatty" ing of the story, because
of the young
Arliuckle, in a two-recomedy, the son's petulance, Jane Kyre is sent to
an institution presided over by the
Village Scandal."
cruel Mr. Brocklelnirst. Here she wins
AT THE "15."
all hearts, and luckily escapes from
Are movie heroes as amiable,
its irksome confines when she secures
a
strong,
position ns governess to Adelc, the
sympathetic,
brave, manly and lucky as they secjn daughter of Edward Rochester.
to be when we sit out in front, ir the
Rochester's wife, Valerie, had bedarkenod auditorium and sec them come insane, and he had been told
perform upon tho silver screen?
by her mother that she was dead.
Well some aro and some ar not. When, however, be falls In love with
Jane and announces his engagement,
They are all human, you know.
Bryant
Washburn, though, who Valerie's brother Raoiil. who is in
comes in "The Ghost of the Ram ho," bad financial straits, brings her to
a new play with delightful and bca.i-tif- Rochester's npartnirnt. Ilo conceals
Rhea Mitchell in his support, it. her, but she breaks loose and stabs
a regular kind of a fellow, Judging by him; the scuffle awakens .Jane, but.
all accounts.
she is kept in the dark as to Valerie's
'Those who see "The Hhost of the identity.
On the wedding day, Valerie again
Rancho," which will be shown for the
last time at the "B" theater today, escapes and the truth is disclosed.
will agree that Bryant is not the fori Jane Is about, to 1'jave, when-lhpoor
of chap who is given to .ii 'Hing his demented woman runs to the wahandkerchief up his sleeve. Nor is he ter and is drowned. The cross bethe kind who sprinkles scent upon bin setting the two lovers is lifted, and
AT THE THIiVTKItS TODAY.
"JS"
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Recital
Benefit of the
Red Cross
i

by

Margaret Matlicw, Soprano
ami

'

Irenes

l'artrli,
at

;

Violinist y

tlio

High School
Auditorium

"

coat lapel.

they wed.

ground.

collector's office I find that there aro
very many persons in such circumstances that they find it very difficult to pay their 1917 taxes and
should the war continue, with its ever
increasing burdens of living expended',
there will be many people that stanu
in fear of losing their property on
account of failure to pay their taxes,
not on account of any increase, but
even though only based on last year.'-)

rates.

Public May Pmtcsl.
1 7 we were called
to
upon
provide an increaso in taxes
of 30 per cent which to me ut that
time seemed unreasonable and I am
certain that a further increase, especially of such amount as above
noted, together with increases from
state, school and county will hardly
be tolerated without vigorous protest
from tho public at large.
"I am fairly conversant with the
cily'a needs at this time and 1 fail to
see any need whatever for a greater
levy than that pio Ided for by the
slate tux commission a few days ago
which will not tho city $20,ono more
In this, together with an estimated
insurplus (which is based on good
municformation) in operation of the
0,oo, will autoipal water plant of
matically increase the city's finances
$88,000. To offset this there Is at
present deficit of about 924.000. a loss
of saloon llconses of $:10,000 and the
interest ort the water bonds of
totalling $74 000, and leaving a
balance of $G,000 for other purposes,
such as increase in pay for employes,
etc.
"In addition to this, should the city
commissioners use their efforts to secure their just proportion of the county road fund, there is no question
whatever that they will be able to secure out of this fund a sum not lesg
than $10,000, which will more than
offset the entire amounts used In the
past year for street work and leave
quite a handsome sum that could bo
i sed to properly
sprinkle the streets
when needed in addition.
"A tax levy as proposed
simply
means that people will move outside
ho
limits
will
and
absolutely
the city
detrimental to a substantial growth Of
Aitmqucrque."

"For the year

at 8:15

p. m.

At tho PlntKK Mr. K. Stanley
Seder, Mr. Harold Pnrtch
"

1 K
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THE MISSES LANSING .
GIVEN FRENCH CROSS
V

Tuesday, August 27

MORNING

JOURNAL SPECIAL
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WIIIC

Paris, Aug. 22. The Misses Kmma
and Katherine E. Lansing of
N. Y., sisters of the American secretary of state, have been
decorated with the French- - war cross
and cited in the army orders.
Tho two Bisters worked (n itho
American Red Crows canteen at Eper-naduring the recent bombardment
and assisted in tho hospital, display-Imarked heroism. They are the
first members of the American Red
Cross canteen to receive this honor.
S.

y
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TICKETS
Ou Sole

50c

at Matson's
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often wanted a piano and now you only have three
more days to make your dream come true and at less
money than ever before.
You have

gent;
First: Greater conversion of mills
to the production of steel required in
tho war program.
Second: Increase In the coal supcoal
ply,
particularly
available for mills engaged in war
r
work. Further curtailment of

f

non-wa-

of
Industries,
commandeering
hoarded coal, amr diversion of bywar
industries that
product coal from
could use poorer grades may have to
bo resorted to if this situation Is to
oc mei.
Third: Shutting off of further steel
shipments to industries other than
those engaged in meeting war needs.
Fourth: More rigorous conservation in the handling of steel In the
mills is demanded of 'the steel industry.
The steel conferees also were told
that the treasury's capital issues
committee, a.s a means of saving
Hie policy of
steel, has ndopled
scanning with special severity apfor
issuance
plications
of securities
intended to finance enterprises in
which iron or steel wuuld be used.

Brunswick
or Victrola

Try; the iVant Ad

$ay

ENEMY
.
IBV

PRESS ADMITS

YANKS ARE IN FRANCE
MORNINa JOURNAL

RPXtial lkasco WIRK,

Amsterdam, Aug. 22 (by the Associated Press.) At last the German
press has given up struggling against
tho truth. In a short, notice, which
appears in virtually all the papers, thai
nieniicai nature oi wnicn suggests official inspiration, the reluctant admission ia lnado that Secretaryy Baker's
figures regardinsflho strength of the
American forces in France are about
correct.
The papers now comrort themselves
with the thought that of the 1,300,00(1
more Americans, only 400,000
Of
are actually in battle array, with 300,-00- 0
behind the front and that the remaining 600,000 aro stappen troop
foreigners, railway men and general
workers).
The Berlin Taeglische Rundschau
adds as its own Information that no
more than 150,000 Americans: have up
to ftio present beoit "noticed on the
western front.
The Cologne Volks Zeitung corre
spondent pays an Involuntary tribute
to tho efficacy of
pamphlet propaganda carried on by airplanes, saying that these pamphlets
"are ho seductively worded that anyone who Is not well informed may almost, if not. entirely; be persuaded."
He therefore calls for a vigorous
tho-ente-

counter-propagand-

to

a

"enlighten"

MORNINIS
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attacks.
In the fighting at close quarters
nnd while the Germans were pressing
hard at one point in superior numbers a French, lieutenant fll while
his men. The men were determined not to allow the body of the
lieutenant to fall Into the hands of
the enemy. They had exhaystc.il all
their rifle and machine gun ammunition and grenades. With nothing Clso
to fight with they grabbed the picks
rscd for digging trenches und drove
back the Germans until tho body of
the lieutenant could be recctrcd.

NICE TRIBUTE
-

T0

PAID

IiD

S0LDERS

IBT MORNiNa JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRKI

Washington, Aug. 22. Gratitude, of
congress to men in the army and navy
for their efforts in the war is exWant Fighters to Vote.
pressed in a resolution by Senator
A
22.
resolution
Washington, Aug,
Jones of New Mexico, adopted today
states
have
not
such
ah
prourging
by the senate.
vided for absent voting of soldiers and
As a special tribute to the men who
sailors to enact laws permitting their have died for their country, tho senawas
franchise,
adopted today, by the tors in voting, remained standing for
senate.
one minutet.

doubting spirits

in the

army.

PLAYER
NEW
$650
Ti WasNow

Albuquerque Music Co.
V. Central Ave

Phone 778

CONDITION
EY

Our stock contains special

FARLEY'S

CARDINAL

'

Now $300

l

$560

OFFICIAL STATEMENTS

lr

piano

Was $650

A

POSITIONS HELD

With the French Army on the (ljse,
Aug. 22 thy the Associated Press'
Morning). The fall of Basslgnv at
noon yesterday followed five days of
incessant fighting in tho trenches of
the old positions which were abandoned by the Germans
in March.
1917.
Grenades; mine throwers and
all other means of trench warfare
camo again Into play and hand to
hand fighting took place frequently.
The Germans made a stout stand
In Iieville wood which bristled with
machine guna and made an almost
impregnable position. A battalion of
tho famous Chasseurs.
however,
stormed'the wood and took it yesterday morning, thereby sealing tho fate
of Lassigny.
While (ho officer commanding the
Chnsfcnrs, at the head of .his men
und with a rifle in his hand, led them
to the summit of the height to the
east of Bassigny and planted the
French flag there, an Infantry regi
ment, 'advancing from Plcssier de
j..ove
turned the famous Plemont
height to the north.
Thus Lassigny not only had fallen
but Its possession by tho French was
made (('i're by the encircling of a
strong position fr'oiiu which th Germans might have delivered counter

$600
Now $150

Flayer

will afford no end of wholesome pleasure in
the home. We will be pleased to demonstrate these machines.

311

YEAR 1G0

Wa

cmgnK

.'.!

TEUTONS BACK TO

OVER

i

Trices have been reduced to low levels. Three prices are
quoted here, but the reductions are general throughout our
stock.

'

11

USED

Attend Our Piano Clearance
i

lucky,

$20.-00-

for tho

SPECIAL
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Besides the above, "Fatty" Arbuckle
Ghost of the Ranchn," he
Hebenstreit. city manager, hasIn a "The
man's part that suits hini right will be seen in a. comedy, entitled,
night the bonds have been down to
"Tho Village Scandal."
the

for too long time periods.
Bonds Arc Too Long.
"They are taxing the life of your
plants," he said. "Take for example
your viaduct.
That !s bonded for
$1.1,000 and is not worth that much
but
now,
the $15,000 bonds fctill remain to be paid. Tho Increase is asked only to pay for that which the
citizens have contracted. I believe
that your commissioners
deserve
much credit for being willing to face
this matter, which has been put off
in tho past. They are handling the
proposition, not in a manner to meet
their own interests, hut to bring best
results for the city."
Assessor Stephen E. Roehl ' spoke
against the increased levy at thj
In a
meeting yesterday afternoon.
statement to the Journal last night
he said:
"Referring to tho ?ronosed raise In
the city tax levy for this year as requested today by the city commissioners, which means an increaso in the
city tax rate of over 90 per cent,' I
will say It Ir without
question the
most glaring Injustice that could be
perptrated at this time whn we are
called upon from all sides for financial aid for a more worthy proposition, that of winning the war, and
when every taxpayer is more or less
'up against it' financially.
"From my own experience as assessor and from my daily visits to the

JOURNAL

,

Cn-le- ss

-

MON,NO

Aug.
.The rail
Washington,
roads of the country will consume
of
steel
renuired
amount
the largest
the war indusby the government,
tries board announced tonight foly
secret conference
lowing an
wilh the steel committee of tho
Steel Institute.
and
Iron
American
Shipbuilding requirements come next,
wilh the war department's program
third and the navy fourth.
The demands of (lie United States
and her allies for the last six months
of this year already amount to more
than 23.000,000 .tons, and are rapidly
approaching the 25,tiilo.(ni0 ton mark.
To remedy the shortage of steel
which is so acute that actual re- -'
quirements cannot he met unless
drastic action is taken by the steel
producers and the government, ae-- 1
cording to officials, the following:
measures were determined as ur- all-da-

hard-heade-

tin

Oft

p

,

Among Proposals,

A request of the, city commissioners
that they be allowed to increase their
tux levy Tor the city 3 2 mills, in order to cam for a sinking fund deficit
of $11,000, is under, consideration by
the county commissioners,
before
whom tho city officials appeared yesis
afternoon.
said
It
the county
terday
commissioners ' do not favor tho increase at this time, but the matter will
be thoroughly investigated by state
and county tax officials.
The Increase asked for will amount
to approximately $52,000, and it is
Bald will raise the levy to 8
mills.
The commissioners
maintain that
the move is a "simpe
d
business proposition,"
and that by
making the levy this year it will lighten the burden for future years,
the levy is made this year the
amount which will have to be cared
for next year is $r.,oo and will require an extra heavy levy to meet the
demand.
It has been customary In tho past
to havo a deficit in tho general fund,
which is covered by the amounts in
other funds. This practice, the commissioners say, is illegal und should
be stopped at once. if the
city does
not meet the bonded indebtedness
and
cannot refund the bonds, then it faces
the issue of a judgment by the supreme court, which would bo far
greater than the amounts necessary
as the matter stands.
Xot a Man of Commission.
One of the commissioners, when
questioned last night, declared that
the move is not one which is "hatched"
by the commissioners but a state of
affairs which exists and has to be met
in the easiest and most businesslike
manner.
"We are not seeking to load the
people with taxes," he said. "Hut it is
a business propoisltion that the city
should preserve its credit and meet its
obligations
and agreements.
Tho
promise contained In the bond issue
is that tho levies shall be made and
tho money kept, in a sinking fund. It
will- be placed in the
(ank as a col
lateral for the bonds and will rlraw
interest. The promise regarding the
levying of a tax should have been
kept long ago, but this was not done.
If the levy had been made sooner the
tax would have been small and would
have covered a longer neriod. How
ever, this has accumulated so that as
a goou business move, it is." necessary
tn lew n twia. F o i, mum.
j
"Even
then other
low, although
they will not be so
large. We fully appreciate that this
is a bad year to make the lew but it
is not in our power to chance rnndl
tions. We are not resnonsiblefor the
failure of others in the past to mukc
me levy. Some have argued
that
there is no necessity of planning to
pay. the bonds. Thnt is not good business judgment. That, does not show
good faith, if plans are not made for
the payment.
"On the question of refunding the
bonds, we do not know that we pan
refund them, and we will not know
until they are due. Hence we have
not considered this as a business mati

ALE CLOSES
Monday Night

'4'

Conversion of Mills, Increased
Coal Supply and Curtail- Industries
ment of Non-w-

Business

Proposition" to
City's Credit,
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Commissioners Say Move Is
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Alaiiiaroneck, N, Y., Aug. 22. Tho
condition of Cardinal John J. Farley, archbishop of New York, who Is
. IBV MORNINQ joURNAL SPECIAL I.EAAEO WIRE,
a second attack of pneusuffering
vil22.
Numerous
Paris, Aug.
at
his summer home here,
monia
Solssons
of
northwest
running
lages
have been 'la l;en by the. French, was said tonight by his physicians
whose drive 'along the whole front to be "very critical."
continues, according to the war ofThe cardinal Is suffering from
The
fice announcement tonight.
said tho bulpneumonia,
most Important of the places cap- letin, which
gave ills temperature
tured is 'oiiimlcrs.
as 103.
The Htatcnn-nsays:
"Our troops- continue to advance
We have
Whole
the
front.
along
he Jiivette river from Its
reached
mouth as far' ns Evricourt. We have
carried our lines to the outskirts of
Qulerry.
"We have occupied St. Aubln, Selena, l'agneux, Kpagny, liieuxy, Vaux-rezand l'ommiers. Tho material
abandoned by the enemy between
the Aisne and
Olse is considerable. More than 2110 cannon have
been counted since August U0."

desired resulls.
cause more tnm-bl- e
witli Block nntl poullry than anything else. Tho beauty of Uveae mixed
fii'ds Is wlien you feed a pound of it.
That Mund coniatus the required
Aro you having any trouble
wllli your poullry or Mock? Try the
on our (piarantw. We
nlxctl ftt-dhave put on the market millions of
liouiuLs of l hem.
K. V. TEE.
Tlit'tm .feeds give tlio

Ijiu--

of projx'r

fet--

s

'

I

t
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Hostile attacks

east of ('oncclles
and cast of
Moyenneville were also repulsed."
Don't neglect the "Two-BitCross Club. Join today.

"

Fund

.

London, Aug. fl. Tho town of Almiles northeast of
bert, eighteen
Amiens, on the Anere river, has been
recaptured by tho Uritlsh, who also
have obtained all their objectives In
the fighting today between liray Hur
Somnie and Albert, according to the
official communication
from field
Marshal llaig tonight. Over the
front tho Uritlsh advanced two
miles.
Tho text of tlje communication follows:
"In our attack between Bray Rnr
Sonimo and Alljort we have been completely successful, capturing the whole
of our objectives at an early hour and
advancing two miles on a front of
more than six miles.
"We havo retaken Albert.
"There was considerable resistance
at certain ' points, especially on the
slopes north of liray, the town itself
not forming a part of our objective."
"We havo captured voer 6,000 prisoners in two duys.
"We captured in Albert 1,400 prisoners and a few guns.
"In counter attacks In the Mira-mosector, the enemy entered our
positions, but was driven out again.
The same thing happened northeast
of

Journal-Toba- cco

Hcd

How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobacco!
By special arrangement The Journal guarantees to deliver,
through an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers, two dollars
worth of tobacco, for every dollar subscribed, to our soldiers In
France and on the way to France,
The packages (50c worth of tobacco) are put up in attractlvs
patriotic packages. In every package we put a return postal card
with your name and address so that you will get word back from
the battlefields from as many soldiers as you subscribe, J5 cent
Jfmml
pieces.

ut

TOBACCO IS MIGHTY SCARCE

Near the Trenches.
I'ltOM 1KV.I.V COBB'S "PATHS Or' GliORV
"As I recall now, we had come through the gate of the school
house to where the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowing;
to us from the left, which meant from across the battlefront, brought
to our noses a certain smell which we already knew full well.
" 'You get it, I see," Bald the German officer, who stood alongside of me. 'It co.nes from three miles off. but you can get lt five
miles when the wind is strong' and he waved hlsleft arm toward
It as though the scent had been a visible thing. 'That explains why
tobacco Is so scarce with us along the staff back yonder In Laon."
"All the tobacco which can be spared la sent to the men in th
front trenches. As long as they smoke and keep on smoking thy
can stand that."
.
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No Matter How Small the Amount

Send It in.

Our boys aro going to need tobacco In great
Fill out
tho coupon now Today is None Too Soon and quantities.
make It generous!
Bring It, or mail it, to The Journal Office.

THE JOURNAL, ALBUQUERQUE,
21c pkg. No. 3.

.'.....lie

..... .25c
...... Stic

pkj.

No. 2.

NEW MEXICO.

Popular clgarrttrs having retail valua of Silo.
Popular plpa tobacco bavins retail valua of 60a.

pkK. No.

4.

Popular cigarette

pks. No.

1.

Popular plus chowtng tobacco having retail valua of lOo

tobacco having retail valua of too.

In accordance with your offer to aend popular brand of tobacco tun
clgarottca to our aolulera In Europe In unite of (0g package!, enco for Iba.
I enclose . .
Tour Nam
Street Address
City and Stat
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Fanny Is Champion,
But She Does'nt Like

LOUIS WINS
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32 LIES

German Pressure Forcing
Holland Near Hostilities

AND TWO

HALF LIES TOLD

ABOM

STATE

Economic Difficulties,
Crisis
Over Submarine Sinkings
and Railway Question May
Force the Dutch In.
D. B, Baca of Quemado Grills
the Author of "America's
,
Allies Protest Allowing Gerin
Unguarded' Gateway"
many to Ship Barbed Wire
and Timber Over Limburg
North American Review,
Railway.
laPICIAL COIMIIfOHDIHCI

TO MOMNINO

ervous Mothers

RAILWAY CREATES CRISIS IN HOLLAND J

Should Profit by the Experience
of These Two Women

in

III

t

111

Buffalo, N. Y. "I am tho mother of four children, and for
nearly three years I suite red from a female trouble with pains
in my back and side, and a general weakness. I had professional attendance most of that timo but did not seem to
get well. As a last resort I decided to try I.ydia K.
linkham's' Vegetable Compound which I had seen
advertised in the newspapers, and in two weeks noticed
a marked improvement. I continued its use and am
now frco from pain and able to do all my housework." Mrs. B. 15. ZiLLi.NsiiA, 202 Weiss Street,
Buffalo, N. Y.
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Quemado. N. M.. Aug. 22. D. B.
Baca, a prominent citizen of this
place, has addressed the following letter to the editor of the North American Review regarding the article.
"America's
unguarded
pateway,"
which appeared in tha August issue
of that magazine:
To the Kditors, the North American
lleviow
New York, N. Y.
Sirs: Knowing the general popularity throughout the United States?
of your hitherto creditable, publication,
the Nerth American Review, and
grieving to see it sink to "such base
uses," I beg that you permit mo the
use of sufficient space to protest, with
nil tho candor of justice, against the
numerous, unfounded, discreditable
and blasphemous lies against the honor and dignity of the native people of
New Mexico of Mexican ancestry, published In the North American Review
for August, signed by one, Harry Wray
of Kansas City, Mo.
My name is D. It. Baca, of Quemado, N. M. just an ordinary little
country town, far from the railroad,
which is a fair wimple of the other
little towns, populated mostly by people of Spanish or Mexican blood,
throughout the state.
I charge of my own responsibility
and free will, oiio Henry Wray of
Kansas City, Mo., with having told, in
Ills article appearing in the North
American Review for August and entitled "America's Unguarded
the total sum of thirty-tw- o
whole, and two half, lies, as follows:
"Take a map of tho I'nited States,
etc.,
you have pointed out a route
along which un invading army could
pass unhindered." Lie No. 1; undesist
ed," lie No. 2; "and not unwelcomed,"
lie No. 3; "The enemy would be acclaimed, " lie No. 4; "fed," lie No. 5 ;
"quartered," lie No.
equipped," lie
No. 7; "and recruited;
lie No. 8:
"and not
unwelcomed," lie No. 9; "The;
"size - of the army
and the
amount of hatred that could be Instilled into such an army would be
limited only by the volume of devil's
leader's vocabuSpanish in the
lary," lie No. 10.
"New Mexico hns remained Mexican in every sense of the word," lie
No. 11: "One inuy travel a hundred
miles, pass through town after town
and ho able to converso in any lan-- i
guago save .Spanish," lie No. 12;
"There arc wholo districts without an
Knglish-speakin- g
person." lie No. 13;
"The legislature is conducted in Spanish" this is only half a lie; 'The
courts, state and federal, are conducted in Spanish" this is the other
v
Jialf lie.
;
"There is in the state of New Mexico a powerful political secret organization that is known as the peniten-tes,lie No. 14: "The deserts are
dotted with their Calvary crosses at
which human crucifixions are annually carried out," lie No. 13: "despite the
efforts of the government to prevent
them," lie No. 16; "Americans who
learn too much and become talkative
are found on the highways, their
hearts decorated with neat perforations," lie No. 17.
"The federal and state courts obey
the mandates of the penitentcs," lie
No. IS, and an aspersion on our courts
of which I am confident out governe
ment will take cognizance. "No
is ever convicted in court," lie
lio No. 19.
"After Villa made his raid on Columbus, the Mexican population of
the state openly boasted of what they
intended to do' lie No. 20. "On the
Denver and Rio (Irnnde railroad between Alamosa, Colo., and Santa Fc,
N. M., the Mexicans made the population hurrah for Villa," lie No. 21, "and
Inflicted unprintable outrages upon
the women paasenEers," lie No. 22,
and the foulest of the lot, for the attitude of the men of our state, of Mexican or Spanish blood, will compare
very favorably with that of tho men
of any state, no matter what their
blood!
"At Ortiz, Colo., an American
named Porter was murdered by Mexicans, who boasted that lbey would
have no gringos in Ortiz," lie No. 23;
"At Lamy
Mexicans boasted of
what they were going to do to the
Americans and the Americans moved."
'
lie No. 24. "Tho newspapers speak of
Americans as "foreigners," lie No. 25.
for the native population calls itself
American and glories in the name. "A
state of treason exists in this part of
our country," lie No. 26; New
Mexico confidently expects to arise,'
lie No. 27: "and to Join tho mother
country," lie No. 28; "taking Its place
In the sun, "lie No. 29 and we feel
that we are truly "in the sun" under
tho American flag: "among the children of the sun," lie No. 31. "When
some Herman emissary furnishes the
money to some pirate in Mexico that
hour will be at hand," lie No. 32.
These are bv no means all the lies
which flowed forth from Mr. Wray s
e
brain, but they will sufi
fice,
This cheerful liar, Henry Wray, of
Kansas City, Mo., who has made himself notorious within so short a space
of time, surpasses anything in the lying field I ever heard of, and one can
only believe that he is trying to make
Gate-wily-
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(By Newspaper
rpri,-.Wn.)
Amsterdam,
Aug. 21. Economic
y
difficulties, the controversy with
over the, sinking or the Dutch
steamer 'Koninein Begent.es, and the
controversy over the German use of
the Limlug railway are placing Holland once mure on the brink of war.
(Sermany seems bent on eventually
forcing the nation into the arms of the
entente so that she can occupy its
eastern frontier and exploit its commercial advantages.
Hope of reaching an Agreement
with Germany over the food situation
and the concessions
permitting the
Huns use of the railway through
Dutch Limburg into Belgium had Just
begun to mollify the situation when
the sinking of the Koningin Kcgentes
created a crisis which has not yet been
weathered.
VHic!i Make Pmlot.
A misunderstanding has now arisen
between Hollnivl and the allies as to
the une of the Limbing railway, which
puts the little nation between two
fires.
Holland had agreed that Germany
would be permitted to transport nothing but
goods over tho
Limburg railway.
Foreign minister
Loudon unclerstooili this to mean that
all goods other than arms, ammunition, airplanes, military equipment,
etc., could be carried over the road,
and entered into an agreement with
Germany to this effect.
The allied governments have now
made representations to the Dutch
governments protesting, against the
transit of such articles as timber, ores,
s
timber for the kalse
fine,
but he cannot make it in New Mexfirst-clas-

ico!
As I said in tho beginning,

I live in
little town, and my peo-

an ordinary
ple are jusl the ordinary people of
the country of Mexican blood; they
live between Kl 1'aso, Tex., and Denver, Colo., pretty close to the route
for an invading army which Mr. Wray
generously points out, so 1 use this
family of mine as an example. My
father, Jose M. Haou, of Mangas, N.
M., now well advanced in years, Is the
owner of $1,000 in Tnited States Liberty RnndH. My father's brother.
Baca, ( present county commissioner of Socorro county), has $1,000
in Liberty Bonds and another
1,000
In War Havings Stamps. My mother's
brother, Ramon Garcia, of Quemado,
also has $1,000 In Liberty Bonds; my
sister's husband, Severo Lopez, has
about $1,000 in Liberty Bonds and
War Savings Stamps; I, inysDlf, the
poorest of the lot and with a large
family, with probably as much sacri-- !
fice, own over $200 in bonds and War
Savings stamps, and ahe children of
the families named above have probably $1,000 more in War Savinrrn
Stamps, We are not the only family
that is willing and anxious to see this
war through to the end. Thousands
of others natives of Mexican blood,
are giving all possible assistance to
our government; besides some 50,000
soldiers of Mexican blood some in
France,
many in training camps
throughout the country, and some who
have been fortunate enough to make
the supreme sacrifice or I should
say. the supreme gift!
of
You noblo American mothers,
Mexican blood, how do you like this
Henry Wray's message to your dead
hero in France "You American soldiers, who have lost your lives fighting for world democracy and against
tyranny and oppression, you and your
kind are not good loyal citizens,
because of Mexican blood you only
'await your hour to strike.'" How thai
blasphemous and baneful lie strike
the hearts of thousands of American
mothers whoso blood is Spanish or
Mexican! How it adds to their grief!
Should Henry Wray, the author of
these base lies, be allowed to run at
large; should the safety and dignity
of our government permit that rascal
of the first degree, of tho deepest dye,
to enjoy llberjy while planking for the
kaiser? I will say, for Justice's sake,
no, a thousand times no!
Now, Henry Wray, of Kansas City,
Mo., if you have any honor or shame
(1 very much doubt that you possess
either), will you dare to attempt to
exonerate your name? If you do, I am
ready to prove to the satisfaction of

N

that
Try this! Spread Poslam over Then
Itching skin affection at night. mind.
dismiss the trouble from your
Bleep soundly and, next morning, examine the skin and gee just what
one application of Poslam has done.
You will rejoice to know of one remedy possessed of real healing energy
which can bring fcbomt results so
' '
quickly.
:;

Eczema, Pimples, all broken-ou- t
Itching surfaces, respond to Poslam
as to nothing else.
Hold everywhere.
For free sample,

write to Emergency Laboratories,' 243
'West 47th St., New York City.
And Poslam Soap, being medicated
with Poslam, will benefit your skin
whil used. toily ,f.ortoyv." god, bath.

LIMBURG

1

barbed wire, hay and straw, which
Is reason to believe are intended
for military purposes.
If Holland
kheps her agreement with Germuny
therefore, she displeases the allies;
if sho doesn't she displeases Germany.
Shut Off From World.
Even if no military supplies were
transported, across Dutch Limburg,
tho use of the route for direct communication with Antwery greatly relieves the strain on the German railways farther south, which can be used
for the moving of troops and military
supplies. It is clear, therefore, that,
unwillingly and' perhaps unwittingly,
the Dutch have enabled the Germans
to win an important victory.

there

American citany twelve
izens that you told thirty-twand two
half lies in the article you wrote for
tho North Ameican
Review ; that
nothing you wrote was true!
For your own consideration I will
n
or
add that I am a
American of Spanish blood, and am
the proud possessor of an honorable
discharge from the I'nited States
army, showing that I faithfully served
this my country over two years in
n
foreign service during the
war. My record is in Washington, D. C, and speaks for itself.
Have you any right to speak for this
o

Spanish-America-

Spunsih-America-

country?
From your address, I presume you
are a Missourian and use the popular
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cases $125 has iKcn
reported.
At the beginning of the draft the
situation in this part of tho country,
where many largo sheep operators
make
their headquarters, became
serious.
Many sheep herders were
within the draft age, ami littlo disposition was shown by the draft board
to exempt them. P.esides those drafted many sought employment in other
lines, to replace drafted men there.
To obtain men qualified by training
and ability to euro for flocks under
all conditions on remote ranges, where
interthey were visited only at long
became a
tenders,
vals by camp
knotty problem. to
rise. From $50 a
Wages began
month then to $75 and on up to $100
a few Isolated

MEDICINE CO. LYNN. MASS.

'v

the figue went, The latter figure and
the exceptional one of $12." were reported as having been paid In southern Idaho, but operators here wero
disposed to doubt tlio higher quotations,
In the matter of living conditions,
too, the sheep herders' lot has brightened, only tho roughest fara formerly was supplied them. Now their
supplies of food are about on a par
Hetter
with those of farm workers.
means of transportation, due to more
general use of motor trucks, has contributed to tills improvement.
Most of the sheep herderM are sinnow been
gle men and these have
brought to the distinction of paying
war income tax. Many of them are
buyers of Liberty Honds.
i
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world and relies on Germany for
much of her Industrial supplies, exporting vegetables and other foodThe economic
stuffs In exchange.
agreement under which these ex
changes were made expired last April
and has not been renewed, so the
Dutch may have to turn to the allies
for supplies through the war zone.
WAR IMPROVES LOT OF
This Kituation,
coupled with the
OREGON SHEEPHERDERS
crisis over the torpedoing of Dutch
ships and the railway controversy,
a
which
may
powder mine
represents
IBY MOftNINd JOURNAL SPCCIAt tCASCD WlffK)
at any time blow up and force HolPendleton, Ore., Aug. !i2. Wartime
land into the war on the side of the
conditions have
brought the sheen
entente.
herder, for many years past considered us being about at the bottom
of the employment ladder, to tho rank
and pay of a skilled laborer in some
OF ALLIEDinstances. Prior to the war the going
wage for sheep herders of tho top
At present
rank was $4.") a month.
the federal employment office in Penand food
a
month
$75
dleton
quotes
SI
as the minimum, but the average
paid is about $r. a month and many
sheep herders aro receiving $100. lc

v

:

Every Sick Woman Should Try

Holland is now almost completely
shut olf by sea from the rest of t lie

Will Lead Illinois'

)

1

The Limburg railway is so named because it runs fromi
Germany through the Dutch province of Jjimburg, a narrow
strip along the river Meuse, into Belgium. Holland has permitted the HUNS to use this railway, giving the allies trouble
with the Dutch government.

.

Centennial Show

do my housework, was nervous and could not lie
down a night. 1 took treatments lrom a physician
but they did not help me. Jly Aunt recommended
Lydia E. l'inkham's Vegetable Compound. I tried
it and now I am strong and well again and do
I
my own work and I give I.ydia E. l'inkham's
Mrs. Jookphins
Compound the credit."
Kimble, 935 West Kace Street, Portland, lud.
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JOURNAL ERBCIAt UIRB WIRE1
New York, Aug. 22. Terms of the
slogan "You have to show me." I commercial, treaty recently signed by
hope for the opportunity to prove the entente nations and Sweden and
all my charges against you as a most
diminish
the
notorious liar, guilty of at least thirty-tw- o which Is expected to
were!
and two half lies. Stretch your sending of supplies to Germany,
1
Nord-Axel
K.
made
public today by
ripe and go to it, you cheerful liur!
vail, head of the special commission
of tho Swedish government
to tho
I'nited States. It gives to the allies
tons of deadweight shipping
400,000
IV A V
PAVED
and 2,000,000 tons of Swedish iron
ore.
In exchange for commodities, facilities and guarantees, the allies have
agreed to ship Sweden, bread, goods
FDR
TO and
materials necessary for Sweden's
economic life.
Signing of the agreement, Mr. Nord-vaadmitted, was a virtual acceptance by Sweden o fthe allied blockade.
LOCATE III
Negotiations, he said, had been in
progress since May, 1917. The treaty
was signed May 2I, last.
Conditions in Sweden, the envoy
stated, vere very serious; in fact, no
MORNINO
JOURNAL SPECIAL LKASCO WIRE
foodstuffs of any nature were being
Washington. Aug. 29. A Joint reso- shipped out of the country because of
lution authorizing the admission Into domestic scarcity. Previously,
ho said.
the I'nited States of refugees driven Germany had purchased virtually thei
from their own countries because of entire Swedish output of iron ore
war conditions, was transmitted to the mines. Germany would continue toj
senate and house today yy President receive some
Iron ore from his counWilson.
but In greatly
try, Mr. Nord vail
The resolution was prepared by the lessened quantities. said,
labor department upon the recommenSweden's acceptance of any com
dation of the state department specifi- modity
from allied governments acts
cally to permit 1.S00 Serbian refugees, as an embargo on the
same commodIncluding 500 children, who sought ity procured in Sweden. Mr. Nordvall
refuge in Russia, to come to this coun explained this would prevent Sweden
try.. A communication from President from sending food to Finland, where,
Wilson urged the passage of the
ho remarked, "conditions are actually
which in the senate was re- worse
than they are in liolgiutn and
ferred to the foreign relations com- thousands
are starving."
mittee.
President Wilson transmitted a copy
of a letter from Acting Secretary of CANCELLED WARRANTS
Slate Polk, saying:
"The stale department is Informed
AND VOUCHERS BURNED
that both England and France hav
received large numbers of Serbian
IN CAPITOL FURNACE
refugees and It the department's opin
ion that the admission of these Ser
bians into the I'nited States would not (SRSCIAL CORRESPONDENCE TO NORNINO JOURNAL1
Santa I'e, Aug. 22. In. the furonly be a humane act, but would have
naces of the eapitol were burned yesa good moral effect In the Palkans."
Under the resolution's provisions, terday the warrants and vouchers
the waiving of the immigration luw In honored by the state during the'
so far b they affect the entrance of past
four years.
amounting to
n
moro
counthan $3,000,000. This isi
the refugees from
tries would remain in effect until six in accordance with state law, which
had not been compiled with.
months after the war.
An opinion by Attorney General
Harry L. Patton, recently handed
RECEIVERS PUBLIC
down, held that the statute must be
hence the incineration yesterMONIES NOMINATED obeyed,
day in the presence of Governor W.
K. Lindsey, Stato Treasurer H. L. Hull,
IBV MORNINa JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED WIRE
Attorney General H. L. Patton and
I
"
officials.
Washington, Aug. 22. Receivers ot other state
public monies nominated today by
Clnh.
Join thri 'Twn-RPresident Wilson Included:
Albert T. Forse, at Independence,
Calif.
James P. Bole, at Bozeman, Mont.
John J. Missemer- at Hugo, Colo.
Cocoanut Oil Makes
Surveyor General of Colorado, John
B. McGauran.
A Splendid
Shampoo
steamboat Inspector,
Supervising
Kleventh district, William Fisher, ol
California.
If you want to keop your hair in
Marshal of the Unlte3 States for
Nelson E. Lurton of St. Louis. good condition, be. careful what you
China,
wash it with.
v
, X.
1 '
Most soaps and prepared shampoos
contain too much alkali. This drle
4
FORMER 'MINING MAN
the scalp, makes the hair brittle, and
NOW LIEUT, COLONEL is very harmful. Just plain mulsi-fle.
cocoanut oil (which la pure and
i1
entirely greaseless), Is much better
lY MORN1N JOURNAL SPECIAL LIASES WlEl
than the most expensive soap or any.
Tucson, Ariz., Aug. 22. Major John
can use for shampooiC. Greenway, general manager of the thing else you
Calumet & Arizona Mining company, ng, as this can't possibly Injure the
..
who has been with the American en- hair.
your hair with wagineers In France since last summer terSimplyrubmoisten
In.
One
or
rwo
it
and
teaspoon-ful- s
hag been given the rank of lieutenant
will make an abundance of rich,
colonel ad trasferred to the infantry
at his own request, according to a creamy lather, and cleanses' the hair
FLORENCE IjOWDrcr
The lather
scalp thoroughly.
telegram received today at Ajo. Col- and
rinses out easily, and removes every
111.,
Aug. 20. Miss onel Greenway has been endeavoring particle of dust, dirt, dandruff and
Springfield,
exfor soma time to get transferred to a
Florence Lowden, daughter of Govcessive oil. The hair dries quickly
ernor Frank O. Lowden, of Illinois, fighting unit. , ; v
snd evenly, and it leaves it fine and
, He was a captain in the rough ridIn
will take the part of "Illinois"
and easy to manillky, bright, fluffy
center.
. ' t
"The Masque of Illinois," to be given ers and won fame as
age. Sj
t,T .
J
hefe August 24, under the- auspices
You can et mulsiflaa cocoanut oil
Commisof the Illinois Centennial
Tell it thronurh this classified at most any druf tore. It Js very
sion an. part' of the celebration of
cheap, and a few ounces is enough to
the .anniversary of the adoption J t columns of The Journal. Rt last everyone !u " lb ' family lor
the fllf conBttut,ion of IMnois,
.
'
.
j'jlta are Quick and certain mouths.
.
i

PIMPLY SA

Portland, Intl. "I had a displacement and suffered
'so badly from it at times I could not lie on my feet
at all. I was all run down and so weak I could not

Ocr-man-

I

Thirteen years ago there were
telephones in the City of Albuquerque.
Today there are over 3,000.
There are seven times more telephones now than thirteen years ago.
There has been a remarkable growth
in the city.
The value in telephone scrlvice is the
greatest number of telephones possible

talk to.
The ' greater the number of teleexphones in service, the greater the

to

pense to the Telephone Company
'

pro-

portionately.
In addition to the natural increase
in expense proportionately to the increase in the number of telephones for
the past few years, decided economic
changes have taken place.
Prices of commodities have increased
to meet the increased cost of production. Laboi has been forced to charge
more for its service in order to adjust
itself to the constantly rising cost of
life's necessities.
In fact, in the past few years the
costs of labor and material have increased about 200 per cent.
Telephone service charges have remained the same.
The telephone business is governed
by the same economic principles and is
subject to the same conditions that influence private business, except its
charges for service cannot be raised or
lowered over night like the prices ffJr
that furnished by a private business.

We are glad to assuine as much of
the load as we possibly can carry. We
feel it our duty to impose no burden
upon the public which we might carry
ourselves, but our resources are limited
as they are in any other business and
we have finally reached, and even passed the limit.
The question of service is a question of. revenues. Such a problem is
one with which the public and the Com-

pany arc mutually concerned.
Frankly, in Albuquerque this Company is laboring under a handicap of
Our balance
revenues.
inadequate
sheet for 1917 showed a large deficit.
This is not only true for 1917 but a
deficit has existed for the past few
years.
So far we have succeeded in maintaining the plant; paying fair wages
and rendering satisfactory service, but
it has been done at the expense of our
reserves for depreciation.
Therefore, in order to be able to
maintain tho plant at its present high
point of efficiency, at the same time
insure the financial integrity of the
Company in the face of these tremendously increased costs of operation, it
becomes necessary for us to announce
a revised schedule of service charges.
The new service charges will not
'
take care of the deficits in Albuquerque they merely give relief.

REVISED CHARGES
Individual Line Business Service
Line Business Service
Individual Line Residence Service

Two-Part- y

Two-part- y
Four-part- y

Line Residence Service
Line Residence service

.$4.50 per month

3.50 per month
2.75 per month
2.25 per month
1.75 per month
(wall telephone)

EFFECTIVE IN ALBUQUERUE SEPTEMBER

1,

1918.

Otic Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph CoJ

six
AN INDEPENDENT
&f
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nant of loyalty to fight the harder.
" uiinruutcriHiic it is ot a nation
which fights as Germany fights, mur
ders babies, outrages women, sinks
hospital ships loaded with wounded

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Friday, August 23, 19 18.
COMING EVENTS CAST THEfR SHADOWS BEFORE
t

GATElfll

Roll of Honor

"

I
;

lU

FAVORS

IHT1 0t

soldiers and Tied Cross nurses, bombards hospitals behind the lines, thai
JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO. at tho first sign of defeat it should
show the white feather and demand
Western Representative
The army casualty list Issued today
to be "fed up" on lies, it would not
C. J. ANDERSON,
shows:
be difficult if it were, not for tho fact
Marquette Bids., Chicago, nj.
Killed in action, 32; missing in acAVi
that the guns of tho allies are making
tion, 108; wounded severely, 104; died
l
Eastern Itepresentatlv
)
of
it necessary for a new output of thai
wounds, 30; died of accident anil
RALPH n. MULLIGAN,
" TjRtt
other causes, 6; died of disease, 2;
sort every day and increased product
Street, New York.
wounded,
Kntered
c
degree
secona-- ass maltr at th
undetermined, 40.
upon a rapidly decreasing supply of
Total, 322.
postoffice ot Albuquerque, N. M under Act
lember of Pecos Valley Delefor
material
tho
of
manufacturers
or Marcn 1, 1879.
Killed in Action.
"
I
Sergeant Harry J. Donohue, .PhilaLarger circulation than any other paper Germnn "courage.'
'
gation Strong for Spanish-Americ- an
...
delphia, Pa.: Corporal Edwand Abe,
meAicu.
int oniy paper la New
North Milwaukee, Wis.; Corporal
imuea every day In the yar.
for Governorship
WHAT MAKES SOCIALISTS?
TERMS OV KtiUSl'ltlPTlhrC-- .
Harry If. Despain, Sparta, 111,; Lieut.
Herman II. Smith, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Tally, by carrier or by mall, one month.. 70o
on Democrat Ticket,
Old time political parties in New
early, in advance
17.80
Corporals Everett Doney, Oconto,
Wis.; Carl .1. fiund. Worcester, Mass.;
NOT1CK TO SUUSCHIBEHS.
York City are combining in certain
Privates Gilbert!
subscribers to the Journal when writing
Amedre, West ISPCCIAL COftRSSPOt.DNCS TO MORNIN4 JOURNAL)
districts
because
congressional
the
to nave tneir paper changed to a new
Springfield, Mass.; George Cooker, InSanta Fe, Aug. 22. IT. S. Bateman,
must be aure to Rive the old address. socialists In theso districts have bedianapolis, Ind.; Earl Duval, Kanka- who
come stronger than cither of the old
"The Morning Journal lias a higher circukee, 111.; Arthur J. Pearson, Chanute, state ia a member of the democratic
central committee from Chaves
lation ratine than Is accorded to any other
Clifford Y. Phillips, Bronx
Kans.;
parties.
paper In New Mexico." Th
American
Wyo.; Edward Poettering. Cincinnati. county, nnd is attending a meeting of
This
no
stratis
doubt
good
political
that
Newspaper Directory.
committee,
upon being asked
Jack B. Taylor Welser,
O.;
about who would probably
be the
O egy, because what the old line politiHerman E. Temple, Kempton, N.Ida.;
D.:
democratic
MEMBER OP THE ASSOCIATED
nominee
for governor,
Gustav Herman Anderson. Chioairo:
cal parties want most of all Is office.
PRESS.
Irving Ashley, Portage, Wis.; Domi Eaid:
Hut for the averaga citizen this
The Associated Press Is exclusively
I shall indulge in a littlo political
nique J. Babineau,
Foxcroft, Me.;
entitled to the ure for republication
situation should raise a more importDavid Baron, Russia:
Charles L. reminiscence. It will bo recalled that
of all news credited to It or not otherwho
ant
elected
than
shalMjc
question
Eddy, Chicago;
Eugene B. Galtion. at the first election for state offices,
wise credited in this paper and also
to congress, a republican or a demo
Benson, N. C; Perley F. OreaW. tho democrats gave to tho Si)anis.hthe local new published herein.
John
It. Iholtz, Wibash, Americans live nominations but out
Walden, Vt.;
crat. What should interest him is
THE JOURNAL takes and, prints
Ind.; John R. Joyce, Greenock. Pa.: of the 16 for the stato and that the
In
districts
socialists
these
the
why
John Kalinskl, Baltimore; Howard A. republicans did likewise. The demo
sixty hours and thirty minutes of exhavo become so strong that they have
clusively Associated Press leased wire
Koagel, Syracuse, N. Y.; Edgar G. crats, at that election, elected eight,
service each week. No other newsmen
who heretofore hatcJ
Miller, Portland, Me.; Sherman H. of its nominees for state offices, three
compelled
paper published ln New Mexico takea
Patton, Greensbuig, Ind.: Frank E. of whom were
each other politically to become bedmore than twenty-fou- r
hours of As- Peoples, Miles City, Mont.; Harrison and that tho republicans also elected
ociated Press service during a week.
fellows.
Rachow, Rotindlake, Minn Ant'elo eight, but not, even one of its livo
O
O
are in
The districts in question
nominees
was
Spino, Italy; Harold C. Wood, Mooer.-- ,
a
N. Y.; Walter A. Zahnow. Saginaw. elected.
It will also be recalled that
.AUGUST 23, 1918 habited by woringmen who havo
FRIDAY. .
t.he
Chaves
Mich.
county delegation to the
greater interest in economic questions
last democratic state convention, after
Died of Wounds.
parties.
MASTER MINDS EMERGING FROM than they have in political
Clarence I. Bradley, Co considering various
and
Corporal
prominent
They prefer to deal with really vital
lumbus, Wis.; Mechanic Harry lleisc, competent democrats of the state, deMASSES.
Owesso, Mich.; Privates Earl T'billM) cided to, and did, support tho late
things, because they have been facing
iilligan, Camp Douglas, Wis.: Joseph E. C. He Baca for the office of govThe labor question will never be the hard facts of life in the tenements
Leonard ernor; and, in fact, was ho first counSchulto,
Richmond, Minn.;
their
in
and
which
spend
shops
they
settled by passing resolutions. Neither
Tackett, Shelby Cap, Ky.; Chostor ty to support him for that office, and
existence.
will its solution bo hastened by misTomchns Tomezak, Milwaukee, '.Vis.; placed his name before the convenIf tho political leaders in question
Capt. Phillip Mills, Davids, pa.; Ser- tion.
Nor yet
representation and abuse.
geant Fred W. Murray, Menominee
While our nominee for this office
or tyranny bring and the representatives of all other
will snobbishness
Mich.; Harold W. Ross. TVs Moines, was a man of unquestionable integrity
about a move cordial relationship be- organizations interested In abolishing
Iewis
la.;
Gibson,
.Thompson,
(la.; and splendidly equipped to.
No temporary advant- socialism al e really sincere, they may j
tween men.
Albert J. Williams, Duryea, Pa.: Cor- tho duties of that office, and discharge
no doubt
rorce
porals William Junod, Philadelphia; these qualifications naturally brought
age gained nt the sacrifice of a right- do much wetter man trying to
Pa.: George A. McKee, Brooklyn; Cook about at first the consideration of him
eous principle can permanently bene- through particular political candidates
Arthur Adolp Kerlin, Cudahy. Wis.; for the office, still the deciding influ.
in order to destroy socialism they
fit the victor.
Miles W. MeBeth, Des Moines, ence in his favor was the fact tha'.
Cook
Men may boast ot their power and might begin by trying to find out
la.; William C. Best, T.utte. Mont.; he was a native of this state, a
socialwomen
Abraham H. Breitgan, Lititz, Pa.; Arsneer at their helpless opponents, but what makes men and
Spanish American.
thur F. Brown, Relief, Ky.; Albert D
The republican party has claimed
Just as sure as there is truth in the ists, and then they might get to woi;
C.
Claud
Connell, Clareruont, Minn.:
for years to be the champion of tho
world, so sure will come the day of to destroy these conditions.
Verden, Okla.; Frank W. native people of this state. The Cha
Tho way to wipe out socialism, if
asperating and we cannot blame the Courtney,
Some there are who seek
Fa tick,
reckoning.
Paul
Cullon,
Toledo,
().;
ves county delegation, while recognizFinns for asking access to the sea,
to put off the "evil day," but their this seems the thing to do is not to
Wis.; Charles Flack, Evansville, ing the fact that tho democratic party
though wo do not propose to permit Ind.; Holey
Hoy, Munenseney, Mich.; bad demonstrated in the first stato
actions nro hastening the time when try to kill off tho men who advocate
it so long as Germany dominates
Manuel Jokeem, Maderia: Henry T. election its loyalty to Its
n
Justice shall prevail and truth shall socialism, but to root out the injusInd.; Otto B.
Sprinkle,
nominees, felt that it would
world.
tho
tices
of
six
That is why a force of
thousand Swanson, Indianapolis,
William
conquer.
Towle, not only bo good politics for tho demChicago;
British, French, American and Italian Dorcester, Mass.; Boleslaw Wasilew- - ocratic convention
Unless this is done, no political
a
to nominate
Whatever all this may mean to the
troops have been landed at pola pre- ski, Providence, R. I,; Felix Wiso-watno
however
effected,
combination,
for govcompetent
to resist the Joint army of Finns
employing class, it means to 1he
pared
Pittsburgh, Pa.
"educational" funds, however large,
ernor, but that it was only equitable
and Germans which is said to be movworkingrnen that the day has pone by
Died of Dison.se.
names pro
riuht for the party so to do and
In the treaty which
Private's Willie Bennett, Yazoo City, nnd
Saaveura, trated tho greatest book, and they ing northward.
Miguel de Cervantes
when the counsel of tho cheap, short- and no array of prominent
to elect him at thv
however whose stories,
Germany forced upon Russia, a strip Miss.; Fred Wilson, Fairrnouth, N. C. incumbent on it democratic
socialism,
havo
testing
internationalized
against
racial
and
dignipoems
feeling,
plays
to
is
be
sighted, ignorant blatherskites
of Russian territory east of Varanger
polls,, which the
party did.
Causes.
the
artists
Accident
have
Other
aiul
lent
a
Died
of
be
Spanish
enough
will
them
formidable,
powerful
and
not.
of
fied
for our party,
the
art,
Spanish
was
only
golden age
to
ceded
and
heeded.
Unfortunately
fjord
Petchenga
Robeand
D.
clammy
dejected
Raines,
Sergeant George
expression,
to prevent the people from expressin
but as I believe, for the people of th
whose novel, "Don Quixote de la Man-cha- which
varies with tho temperament (Finland. This would give the Finns line. Do.: Ralph Devivo, New York; entiro
Statesmanship of tho highest order their
a road about thirty miles wide leadstate, our governor only lived
hopes and aspirations toward a
Donald
especially entitles him to a po of each illustrator.
B.
In the cause of labor is demanded.
Charles
Coin,
Harris,
la.;
longi enough to qualify as such offiing to an Ice free port and, what Is of
aulife.
Jomost
fuller
"However
sition
the
and
Cass
Mich.;
among
larger,
poetic
popular
City,
Mcltae,
sympathetic
Harry
Far beyond the narrow limits of the
cer.
immediate importance to us, would
They may not adopt the program thors for all time, is to be commem- the work, it changes the psychological enable tho Germans to launch their seph Arthur Rocco, Wakefield, Mich.;
The original De Baca men are In
man who has been bent like a bulrush
New York.
J.
Scheidel,
Frank
will get what orated by a monumental edition of the spectacles in the soul of every reader.
but
so
of
on
socialism,
the
of the democratic party of tho
ocean
they
Arctic
and
charge
And
or he whose eyes have been dulled by
the
of
their
artistic
imposition
slory, published bv the Span
blockade Russia's only European outwill get it. be famous
county of Chaves, and control tho
outsiders
not
does
of
lux
ish government.
interpretations
by
this
the lurid glare of his own imagination they're after and they
Copies
for the
MARINE CORPS CASUALTIES.
let. The Gorninns are said to be now
delegation already selected
fair.
urious edition will sell for two thou- always accord with the impression? engaged In extending the Finnish railmust
tho vision of tho man who is cause it's right and
Killed in action. 5; died
next democmtlc state convention. I
A which reading tho book has left on
sand
(about
apiece.
pesetas
$400)
1.
(i.
in
road
tho
of
views
to
received
Total,
action,
do not undertake
speak
to be the prophet and leader of the
running north from the gulf
prologue and notes by Francisco Rod- our spirits.
Killed in Action.
llothui (between Sweden and Finland)
SPEEDING IT.
of the various members of the J?'have
true
of
"Therefore,
the
Illustrator
of
director
the
National
people.
riguez Marin,
the Arctic coast of Sgt. Herman C. Seib, New York; Pri- eountv delegation, but I know that it
man who sug- until it reaches
library, and copious illustrations from 'Quixote' will tie the
Slowly such master minds are
Petchenga, a distance of four hundred vate Lawrence F. Erilut, East Aurora, is the opinion of many of that deleMcfore tho war fatigue and Its re- etchings
man
it
who
gests
tho
will
only;
and
Itieardo
give
by
aquatints
N. Y.; Guy D. lloxle, Ottawa, III.; gation, including myself, that in conemerging from among the masses. lation to health was the subject of Marin, an eminent Spanish artist, will! foetlng, indefinite and not incontcst- - miles.
GoKz is in com- George Newitt, Kingston, Pa.; Leonvon
General
der
Sometimes unappreciated by the very
sidering the claims of the various
unie
bo
features
valuable
impressions.
throughout the
mand of the Finnish White Guard as ard S, Oppheim, Williamsburg, V.
worlhv democrats of this state for
is
"And
that
ones whose battles they are fighting many investigations
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what
Marin
Of
art
Silvio
illustrations
the
well as of the German forces in Fin- Died of Wounds Received in Action. the offico of governor, great considIt was found that an indi- critic for La Esfwa, utters Tjiko,
Leave land.
tho most has done. Suggest 'Quixote.'.
find whose destinies they are working country.
This gives him some 30,000
Private Lawrence H. Capehart, Jef- eration, yes, preference, will be given
vidual could not work long hours and ardent eulogies in a recent issue o transient motives and pretexts which men
for goverwhich to undertake the cap- ferson, Ind.
out, these men and women must go maintain his maximum efficiency and that magazine.
to some
The originals are on reconstruct the personal ideas of ol ture with
of
tho
Kern to Kola railroad,
nor. The name of the Honorable Fe'. on as did tho prophets of old, until that in tho long run the practice was exhibition at Madrid. They were done readers or indicate for new renders built
the
American
and
engineers,
lix Garcia has been prominently and
the last quarter century, as Marin had those of which they are still ignorant the by
the hour shall striko that shall pro unfavorable to both
E. P.
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And yet, workingmcn
first fruits. The present exhlbitior tis a landscape artist, a talent of which shore of tho White sea from
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sacrificing most,
SLEEP AND LONGEVITY.
be for both of these gentlemen, first,
on the individual.
"One admir.-s- , simultaneously, tho versed by Don Quixote have their peare putting their best into a move- tho output but
Santa Fe, Aug. 22. The annual re- last, nnd all the time, and sincerely
Here are the
boldness of the conception
nnd the culiar physiognomy.
(Manchester Guardian.)
the
from
standpoint
fatigue
Thysical
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The farmer's wifo at Market
port of the El Paso and southwestern hope that they will be nominated on
ment which Is giving utterance to
fortunate result," writes Senor Lago. skies and the dust plains of la Mancha,
of preventive medicine, must be given "The types, the scenes, the episodes, the vast woods of Sierra Moicna,
who, "though in perfect phys- Railway company, filed With the state the first bP.Hot.
their own cry for help.
consideration as one of the and that which in most important
realistically expressed with a few clev ical health," has remained in bed for corporation commission in two secHow often do they break (he heart careful
to lower the infinite melancholy of 'Don Quix-ot- o er and nicely calculated lines, with a three years may hold that if we ali tions, shows that the road has had a SOCKEYE SALMON IS
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important
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and
tracks
stole
rides
freight
(Brand
Everybody's
to
was
BhlH for Road Construction.
Although it
very Important
riod. On this showing, fishermen
Farmers also were constantly annoyed lying districts seven hours' slumber
not keen lute hours, got plenty of
Magazine.)
be
will
22.
Bids
stato
not
Santa
earned operating
Fe, Aug.
the American public altogether and
they havo
impunity, but up
Mr. Hoover, in one of those fre- - by the same gentry. The newspaper may bo taken withfivo
eat the right kind of food-o- nly
hours' Is quito opened at Albuquerque on September expenses.
Individually, nobody seems to be able sleep; a little meat in hot weather, quent visits he made to Belgium VIb- - and magazine literature of the day in the mountains
of
and
four
Unless
2,
for
construction
the
unusual
These
also
happens In an
enough.
sloep specialists
to recall the exact date on which tho
Its that involved the uncomfortable was filled with articles about tramp bun the
miles of highway on the Pacru-ell- a extraordinarily heavy belated run of
practice of remaining In bed
to relax, avoid needless worry and dangerous voyage across the life, which had a certain fascination.
Learn
on
Pecos.
the
of
law
in the morning, half awake, and insist
upper
road project
fish, the fishermen, it is said, will bo
supply and demand was
and undue excitement, wear proper North Sea, went to see tho governor
on the necessity of rising as soon as San Miguel county is to furnish $2,500, heavy losers this season owing to their
e
general (Von Bisslng) himself, and COMPARING TtEKD AND I'OMv. sleep fails.
costs of nets and equipment
the state $2,500 and tho forest servclothing, bathe often.
came away outraged in feeling, threat
e .estimated cost of and, the general increase in tho cost
ice the rest jpf
(Philadelphia Record.)
ened to withdraw from tho work and
The democratic party In the United
ITSKDINO GERMANY OX
of conducting their operations.
$15,000.
the Yanks to leave the onus on the Germans (of States is to be congratulated on the LESS ORNATE DOORKEEPERS.
The Czechs welcomed
COWARDS' DIET,
Hotel and kinema doorkeepers will
tho O. It. B.)
fact that Joseph W. Folk has been
when the latter reached Vladivostok
That interview concerned passports made the democratic candidate for be shorn of the glory of their gold
The German newspapers ere trying and no doubt the Yanks would wel
it was before the question was set senator in
to fill the chair braid with the prohibition by the
to educate the German people as to come the Czechs if they could pro tied and about the same time he had so long heldMissouri,
the late William J. board ofIn trade of the use of gold
by
an interview with a certain captain at Stone. Mr. Folk has long been noted thread
M,
any form for civilian wear.
,
the necessity for the retirement on the nounce them.
the Pass Zentrale, who suid to him, for bis high character and lndepenuy
west front. It is explained that the
'
d.
Domtnlank:
ence. His presence in 4he senate will
?"'o
ctrmy is now retiring in order to have
"What do you Americans feet out of help to counteract the mischievous
OXIiY WAY TO WIN THE WAR.
more room for maneuvers and in
influence of his prospective colleague,
this, I should like to know?"
Mr. Hoover looked at him an Instant senator Ueed, who is one of the little
There are two ways of prosecuting
preparation for an offensive on a gihe
said
flashed
his
and
but
only band' of malcontents always nagging
eyes
'T
gantic scale, says the Kansas City this war. One way Is to make every this:
':
'
"
the president. Mr. Folk can be relied
Times.
possible effort to do it now, and tho
"It Is absolutely impossible for you upon to give an enthusiastic support
' Tho trouble tho German newspapers other Is to proceed somewhat more Germans to understand that one does to the administration in its vigorous
will have is that, about the time the leisurely and do it'U'te. The obvious anything with pure, disinterested, hu conduct of tho war.
manitarian motives, so I shall not at
people began to believe them, it will advantage from every standpoint, so tempt to explain
it to you."
"WURMAN" MEANS "NORMAN."
be necessary for them to find an ex- cial, military, Industrial and economic
(Edwin E. Rlosson In the Indecuse for delaying the Mg offensive and is to put forth every effort in this
Til E Tit AMI'S HAVE GONE.
pendent, N. Y.)
to explain why it is necessary for tho country and win the war as soon as
(Albert W. Atwood in the Saturday
The name Murman or Murmansk is
a Russian corruption of Norman, for
Evening Post.)
From Secretary Bakcr'a
army to continuo to fall back.
possible.
1
A
fact is that vagrants, tho Norsemen
at the time of their
When tho Germans were advancing statement beforo the house oommlttce trampsstriking
us they are more commonly
extended
their
power
great
expansion
toward Paris: when they were smashknown In this countrly,: the ordinary over tho Lapps of this coast as they
on military affairs yesterday.
(From the EllMifclil Frcie Prcsse.)
back door panhandler and the tres- did over tho people of France, EngA wounded soldier suffering from
ing tho British line and making big
Rightly spoken, well said!
dison
have
the
railroad
track,
land, Italy and Russia. (Lapland is shell shock, who had been obliged,
So good, indeed, that tho country passer
gunis, the allies attempted no camouon
relatively
appeared,
speaking.
u
tliat part of old Russia bordered
owing to illness, to stay away for two
flage.
They admitted the situation has wondered why secretary Bake!
"Wl.ere has the tramp gone?" I the west
bv Sweden
and Norway; days from his employment at the food
t!
asked a stato official of many years' Finland lies to the south of Lapland) department at Elberfeld, received
was a serious one, and only promised didn't say it a year or more ago.
lb
in labor bureau work.
But the N'orse possession was chal- from the department the following
to hold the line as best they could.
There is only one way to win the experience
"Where has tho smoke gone from lenged by the Russ of Novgorod, who notification:
Vr- The people of France and England war and that Is the way Mr. Baker my
cigar?" was the reply. "My guess were of the same Viking race, nnd the
"Unless you report yourself at this
underrecommends. There are not two ways. would be that from 50 to 75 per cent poor Lapps had to
and the people of America all
well or ill, tomorrow,
pay tribute to both office, whether
were falling The theory that it can be done by have disappeared because of indusRides.
,
stood that tho allies
you will not only bva dismissed from
so
on.
trial
and
will also
conditions, high wages
It was not until 1826 that Norway your employment but
y
back becaune they could not stop
"proceeding In a leisurely way and do I cannot
say what has become of the and Russia came to an agreement as forfeit the whole of your food cards,
It
defeat.
all
cost
allies
the
time.
but
at that
late,"
rent of them. Some have been drafted to the boundary,
Which was then Hnd will thereafter have to resort to
It did not create a panic in England Wo tried that way and found it dis- a few havo volunteered, others have drawn at Petchcnga river, flowing In- the poorhouse for. sustenance."
comin
of
tho
to the Arctic ocean at Varanger fjord.
caught
dragnets
Would it be too much to aVk the
V
when Lloyd George laid before- the astrous.
pulsory work laws. But as the con- This gave to Russia nil tho Kola or chief burgomaster to bring to the noNow
we
affairs
of
have
a
that
tho
sad
found
ai
right
ptate
povernment
firmed tramp is usually above mili- Murman
to tho east and to tice of the food department tho scanto conditions on he west front, it did way, Secretary Baker will find the tary ago and often abov any age Norway alipeninsula
the coast line to the west, dal that men who In thoir defense of
PARISIAN
ad'In
even
the
compulsory'' work so Sweden' and Finland were com- the country have forfeited their health
country squarely behind him in every rpecified
not dishearten France when Paris
CLEANING WORKS
laws, it is hard to say where all of pletely cut off from the sea though
f
DYEINGAND
who nro the .hearers of the Iron
mitted that Germany might break plan to follow that way with all the them
have gone," .
ttet
at some poiqts only a dozen or twenty Cross .and of the wounded soldiers'
FraacUco
27.33
nte ffladfl
Mli' forco me XJjUtea States, can cQrnpi&ptito recently &s 3.506, a. leading ms-- 1 PlUsa Xrsm,
it : This, is naturally, ex badge, should tou.s be outlawed?

T
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CHICAGO BOAHD OP THADE.

LIBERTY BONDS

II

3

FOM SALE

Chicago, Aug. 22. The corn market early today showed a disposition
to recover yesterday's decline, particularly when under the Influence of
the Kansas report that this year's
crops would lie about half of the government's August estimate.
Closing
prices were '4c to He under yesterday's with October at $1,65. There
were indications of an Immediate Increase of the movement of old corn to

H

UK

market.
In the oats pit persistent buying by
important houses with western and
southwestern connections advanced
Sell at a Premium of prices, but part of the gain was lost.
The bullish tinge seemed to predomiPer Cent; Hide and nate. Closing prices were ',4 c to '4c
2
higher, October at 74 c.
In provisions the decline in liva
Leather Preferred Main Elehogs was offset by a better cash de2's

1- -2.

ment of Strength,

mand. Closing prices were unchanged to 10c higher for pork; Unchanged
to MiC higher for lard and unchanged to 2 tic lower for ribs.
let MOSNINO JOURNAL S.tCIAL LBASED WISE)
Closing prices:
New York, Aug. 22. Another
Corn Sept., $1.63; Oct., $1.65.
in Liberty 3 V per cent bonri
Oats Sept., 73c;. Oct., 74 c.
to the level where they commanded
Pork Sept., $44.20; Oct., $44.50.
a premium of
Lard Sept., $20.72; Oct., $2G.85.
per cent was the
Sept., $24.87; 'Oct., $25.10.
nly feature on the stock exchangt
today.
NFAV YORK M KTAT
Further limitations of loans on all
New York, Aug. 22. Lead Market
out high class stock exchange collateral was the chief drawhacX to any unchanged.
East St. Louh
Spelter Steady.
operations for the lone account.
$8.87 bid.
Pressure was intermittent, con- spot,
XFAV VOI1K OOTTOX.
versing .mainly around rails and pop.
ular industrials.
New York, Aug. 22. Cotton futures
Canadian Pacifio
an
extreme
registered
setback of 2
closed steady.
Oct., $32.00;
Dec,
points and United States steel, equip- $31.47: Jan., $31.33; March. $31.18;
ments, shippings and oils were one to May, $31.15.
one and a half points lower at their
worst.
XEW YORK MOXF.Y.
Hide and leather preferred was th
main element of strength, scoring a
New York, Aug. 22. Mercantile
new high record at 92
on its ad- paper, unchanged; sterling 60 day
vance of- 3
points. Fertilizers and bills, 4.72
cent; others unchang
Union Bag comprised the few other ed: demand, per
'4i5
cables, 4.7655.
Issues on the constructive side, the
Mexican dollars Unchanged.
market closing irregularly.
Time loans Strong. Sixty and 90
Sale,
amounted to 180,0(10 shares. Total days and six months,
6 per cont.
sales, par value, aggregated $8,650,- cent; low, 6
cent; ruling rate. 0
Old United States registered 4's de- per cent; last per
loan, 6 per cent; closclined
cent
on
5
sales.
per
per cent; offered at 6 per
ing bid,
Cloning prices:
cent.
American Can
4C12
American Smelting & Refining. 78'f,
Chicago product:.
American Tel. & Tel
6
Anaconda Copper
Go
Chicago, Aug. 22. Butter Market
Atchison
8g
unchanged.
Butte & Superior
.
38
39 He;
25?',
Firsts,
Eggs Firm.
Canadian Pacific
36i83"!4c; at mark,
firsts,
ordinary
,....159
.
Central Leather . .
eaii cases Included, 36(8i371&c.
5714
Chesapeake & Ohio
Cheese Unchanged.
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
47
Potatoes Receipts 30 cars. MarChlno Copper
39
ket higher. Minnesota Ohlos. bulk,
Colorado Fuel & Iron....
4fi
$2.45&2.55; same, in sacks, $2.65
Crucible Steel
67
2.70; Wisconsin Ohios, bulk,' $2.40 i)
Cuba Cane Sugar
29
2.45;
same, in sacks, $2.602.65;
Brie .
15
Wisconsin
white, bulk, $2.50fl2.60;
61 H same, in sacks, $2.70(S2.75.
Inspiration Copper
Jnt. Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs
100
Unchanged.
Poultry
Kennecott Copper
33
Mexican Petroleum
99
KANSAS CITY PRODUCK.
Miami Copper
27
Missouri Pacific
23
Kansas City, Aug. 22. Butter anil
New York Central
t I4
ltry unchanged.
Northern Pacific
.. 89 poiiEggs Firsts,
39c; seconds, 33c.

modern brick, hot
lot 75x142, Fourth

$4,300

water heat,
ward.

$1,600

frame, bath, sleepSouth Broadway, close

ing porch,
in.

cement Mock bunmodern, glassed-isleep-

$1,600

galow,
ing porch; Illfhlanda
$2,500
bungalow,
Bleeping porch, garage.

n

modern,

(

Texas Company
Union Pacific
V. S. Industrial Alcohol!!!!
United States Steel
Utah Copper

Chicago Livestock,
Chicago, Aug. 22. Cattle Receipts
.. 23 10,000. Beef cattle, $10.20 18.85:
. .150
butchers, cows and heifers, $7.60 W
..124Ti 14.50; cannors and cutters, $6.50G
$7.75 W
i.l27H 7.75:. stockers and feeders,
1 7.75.
..111
13.00; calves, $ 17.25
,:. 85i
Hogs Receipts 20,000. Market lOo
?

Stf

A. FLEHSCMEK

and

Like the ceaseless turning of a

great

wheel,

operating the tremendous machinery in a plant
From the moment of their insertion in the
Want Columns of the Albuquerque Morning Journal, the WANT ADS operate incessantly, tirelessly,

Iieurty new. numl.f :ttA
CaUllluc, liberal reward for return, itcply
B'x A. A., care Journal.
iui,i-,-

Cook Wanted
iThtl8

MONKBHIDCE

fttate.
faun;

MANOR.

WKITK Los Angulea
Train for Bprvloe.

SLhlT01"hogs,
-

19

.Sheep

siL

to

13.00.

V"1.

$19.10
$19.15f02O.0O; pacl;- -

Receipts

'8 8teatI,v:

21,000.

others

Lambs.
1
i.U).

hi

yiu.uu

$

1

fi

Good

"d

.3

en

to
sheoo

1

a en-

-

ewes, $11.00

Kansas City Livestock'
Kansas City, Aug 22
Cattle
celpts 8.000. Market stn.,,iv

fiW

?

.

j

-

'

For insertion in the Sunday - issue, get your.
" copy in
early.' We cannot guarantee insertion if
copy is not received before 6 p.m.
.

Don't neglect to call and get your answers,
because these little ads always bring results.

n

M. C. A. Auto School.

Fo.ii mechanic Appln
Quirkel Aulo Supply Co.
First-claWANTED
window 'trimmer. The
White House, Santa
N. M.
WANTKD
Teacher
of manual
training
and
mechanic. Rio Grande, industrial School, Box M5 City.
WANTKD
Man to run welldjUJt, prefer man
without faintly and. one
Power' ftotary maehlne. Permanent chance
to right party. Address Huatler, cure Journal

I,

metnase.
WANTED

Economist.
.

Couipetolu

Mtioawoiuao.

tun

t.wbLt

,r
woman
for general
housework. 724 WeBt Copper.
WANTFD (iood
woman cook, $;,() per

momn. jiii souin Third.

Phono

room
(or light
West Silver.
FOU H ISN'T Two
rooms furnished
for
light housekeeping. 21 West tiranlte.
fe'OK HUNT
Modern rummneO rooms ; no
tck; running water.
Weat Contral.
FOH KENT Light
housekeeping
no children, nil West Coal.
FOH KENT Roonia any o,
week, Oalu;
no sick; over Golden Rule Store.
Folt KK.XT Housekeeping room, private
family. Bath, private entrance. 321 North
Fourth.
Foil ItlONT Furnished rooms for light
housekeeping and single rooms. 121 2
North Third.
FOR RENT Newly furnished
room and
sleeping porches; reasonable rates. 513
North Second.
FOR RENT Nice room, sleeping porch, all
modern conveniences. Finely located. Call
si 5 West Copper.
Foi: RENT Furnished rooms and housekeeping apartments, all new and modern.
215 North Seventh.,,
RIO GRANLeTioTEL Rooms and apart-mont519 West .Central. Mrs. Richard
West, Proprltress.
,
IMPERIAL ROOMS. Nrc
clean rooms;
rates by day or week; OTer Woolworth's,
S10
West Central.
FOH RENT Lnrgo airy room
sleeping
porch suitable for light housekeeping,
$11.50. Inquire 1317 North' First.
AMERICAN HOTEL 602 J- -l West Centrah
Opened under new management, housekeeping and sleeping rooms, rates reaeon- able. Phone Sol.

sr,

D21

Folt

MAi.E

(Iood gentle driving outfit, 2
one dotlhle, one Blnule.
401 North
Thirteenth. Phone ads.
FOR SALE One neat ly n7w Ford
t;
extra equipment. Address Hterri,
Kclllosa
Co., 115-1West Co ni.ee
tUli SAI.E Household goods Including eoul
and wood range, and singer
maehlne. Bargain if sold at once. sewing
415 North
Fifth.
FOR KAl.tS -- Ti Oo piKliiVliienh'eXp"am
make ensy terms to the right buyer. If
you want,a bargain act uuloklv. Livingston
Furniture Co., i1m South Second.
FOlt SAl.K troh baby
carrlugc ill good
condition. Harden hose, Ice cream freezer.
Iron cot, dishes, lawn swing, pair of rubber boots sl'e eight, and second band luin
hi r.
23 West Fruit,
Phone 4343.

Fir.Ht-cla-

CO.

118 West Cold.
ol! Top Desk, $20.00.
Automobile McchanW Tool Box,

$.1,410.

Refrigerator, special price.
Want to buy what yon have to
J'hone 409

sell.

PROFESSIONAL

rigs,

CARDS.

ATTOItNNYS

-"
JOHN W. WILSONAttorney
Rooms 15, 17 and 19.
Cromwell Building
Phone 1173.
WKNTISTH

I'H. J. K. hHArH
Dental Stirgeosi
Rooms
Burnett Building
Phone 744
Appointments Made by Mall

a f. cor.

DenlM

Rooms

Mellnt

Building
AMI SlHtiKONS

6

I'HVNK.'IANH
W. X. Ml

Itl'llV, ill. 1).
Practice Limited to Tuberculosis

Wright
buttdlng; upposita pustofflce. Office hours.
10 to 13 a. in., 2 to 3 p. m. Phone, office)
residence S97-a new roof that will last as ong as the 397-building. The Mansano Oo, Phone UWI-O. tJAKTWRIUHT
MARUAIiKT
Kit.
U0 South Walnut
Practice Limited to Women's and ChilERIE carbon roor painv ana roof cement
dren's Blseases
stops leaks; lasts five years. Use Bevoa 1153 E. Central Phone 571. AlbuqiierqueN M
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-laOK1.II
mohair top and scat dressing, Motor car fin- lilt. MAHAII
ish, cold water kalsonilue, and be satisfied,
l'nictlce Limited to Children.
rhos. F. Keleber, 40 W. Central. Phone 410.
Office Booms 1 and 2, Wright Bide.
Fourth and Oold.
Hours 3 p. m. to S P. m.
FOR BALK
Office Phone 941
2075.
Phone
Residence
ONE
Centrifugal pump and
motor. With pressure control, apTVliaceltantJous.
ply D. Weinman, care Economist,
FOR REN1
HOO

per gallon. Roofs under our car will
Improve from year to year. We can put on
60o

HOtslis'auorRHHr
FOR tiALEV By party leaving town this
week
Ford touring car 1!I14 model with
new 1918 engine; Maxwell touring car 1 fi 7
model; two bicycles; child's motor crib;
bullt-l- u
modern cottage
with
features and furniture on East Silver;
twelve-roohouse with two bath rooms,
furniture,
eight large4 sleeping porches,
barn, garage, simile trees, near
residence
lots In
ten desirable
highlands; two new tents; complete camping outfit; office furniture: etc. Telephone
2141-- J
or call 1124 Hast Silver.
FOR SAl.K At The Meyers Co. Store, corner First street and Coppr avenuo A lot
of furniture and fixtures, Including one elec.
one upright piano, bar
trio player-pianoutfit, cash register, show cases, large heating stoves, rtlngraph, trucks, office denks,
chairs, shelving and counters, copper measures, bottling outfit, bar glassware and other articles too numerous to mention all
...... .lief eheiin for cash, no decent offer re
The Meyers Co., Inc., Corner First
fused.
street and Copper avenue.

18.25fi19.30;. heavy WOMAN For general houaework; Boootu
lag. Addrese Box 826, Albuquerque.
liBht'
.l?.1Jv3r,;
Pigs. $16.00ffil7.75.
"WANTED
aT
Competent
housekeTpTf
once.
Mrs. u. T. Phillips.
Sheep Receipts
416 South
3,000.
Market
Walter.
steady.
Lnmbs, SI 6.00 r) 1 8.00 ; year,
A
lings $11. 6016.00; wethers, $10
for general housework!
00 WANTEDMiller gut
A Blumenahlna Dairy, 1722
Apply
ti'14.00; ewes, $9.00 1 3.75,
"cm leoirai.
Boiim.
s
WANTED
piano player, must
Denver Livestock.
be a
reader and have lots of "pep ". FOR RENT
Denver, Aug. 22. Cattle Receipts Call at sight
Furnished
roomat 414 West III.
Woolworth'B.
-- 00.
ver; no sick, no children.
Market steady. Reef steers
FOR RENT Deslralilelront room, nsickT
$8.0016.00; cows and heifers, $7 no
714 West Silver.
"
fo'10.00; stockers and feeders, $7 50
WANTED Eperlenced Spanish salesladies.
orj2'l''ren.
WANTED MiwcelYaneous.
iiisNT Nhv)y" tuFnlslled room, first
Foti
11.00; calves, $11.00
C.
J.
13.00.
Penney Company.
class hoard next door, (.on West Clnld. WANTED A si
Hogs Receipts 000.
Market
15c
to 25c higher. Top, $19.75; bulk
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
no
rooms,
"(jod ten', and trunk. Phone
sick and children. First class board. 703 WAN'TBl)
2345
(ifl.flDimin.da,
West Silver.
FOR REm Dwellings.
Sheep Receipts 200. Market un- rnust bo in good
FOR RENT Large room furnished; modern WANTED Player piano,
$ 1 7.00 tgt 17.50:
c.ianseu.
condition. A. B. C, journal.
conveniences ana neat for winter. 400
needTa
North.
South Seventh.
carpenter, call Jt
..0, f ...iuijiio.vi,
WANTED If you
FOR HUNT
H. Burling, rnone iuso-- j.
cottage, furnished; FOR RENT Nicely furnished room with
115 month. Inquire lot
North First.
housekeeping privileges, lady or married WANTED To buy the best twelve hundred

rates.

B.

Garcia.

For Rent

130J

North Arno.

Rooms

With Bo"3l.

FOR RENT East room wltn porch; boaid,
private family. 623 South High.
i"oTtitKNT Large, cTiun rooms, sleeping
.
6U8
porch and board. Phono 1952-WBouth Edith.
FtJliTTENT
Itooins w!lh sleeping porches.
hot rmd cold water, 1st class table board,
rasa do Oro, 013 West Gold.
furnished
FOR RENT Sleeping porch
table board. 101 Bouth
rooms, first-elas- e
Abbott.
Edith. Phone 80. Mra
FOR RENT Nice room and porch suitable
for two with board, rates $36.00, Phone
lr.lS-W- .
836 South Arne.
MRS. W. H. RKETi, of the Lockhart Ranch
has moved to 802 South Arno. where she
ts prepared to take health seekers. Phone
2335.

oonvales-cen- ts
e
ESCONDIDO-CThEL JARDIN
Ideal home. Has room with private
Also desirable double room vacant.
ISOr West Central. Phons 1113.
SHADY NOOK ranch offers excellent room
and board. Just the place to get strong.
For rates phone I429F-4- ; free transportation
Accommodations now available, sirs. H. B.
Thomas.

bath.

Three-roo-

1

WANTED

-- "

j

.imir,

m

.lei.,

w AT E D

Dwellings.

uesirea furnished housu
rty urst or Ocloher. Prefer.
AUdresB H, It. R., joUr.

smull house or 3 or 4"Tin7ur
nlsh-erooms in the Highlands Write be
fore Aug. 28 to Belle Sweet.- - Petrified For
est .Ranch, Cerrlllos, New Mexico.
A

.FOR REN1

Apartoenti.

rvn

FOR SALL

;

good

,k'

Sewing.

or. w
m Clilluren h
optwauy
drnsRfS anil bouae dresses. Call at 600
Bouth Seventh,

Meeting Thousands of eyes
Telling what is needed,: most in demand, in
every walk of life, every industry,, every vocation.
Te.lling your eyes the needs of others
.
Skillfully managing the exchange of labor-me- ntal
and physical, helping to buy,' Bell, rent Exchange, employ and in scores of other ways.; ,
Surely it will repay you a thousand
fold to read and use the WANT AD
COLUMNS of the

i'ull

K'Jod

Tie

$ 17.00 ft18.2
cows, $6.50 51)12.50- - heifers,
.'
$9.00(&'l 4.50:
feeders
t ; rr.
'
calves, $8.00 14.00.
Hogs Receipts
5.000.
Market

WANTED

'

a

vv.iiii,i
at

Y.

Foil KENT Furnished
housekeeping.

WANTKD
A
cund cook at once.
man Cufe.
WA.N'TKD steady nmn
for

monh- - Can eo home
1049.

4,la

Rooms.

Jiicycit!

HELP WANTED.

.i

QUICKLY,

FOR RENT

STOLEN.

Estate, Insurance, Loans
111 South Fourth street.

RENT Three or four room furni.h.rt
apartmente, modern; 200 Block, South Sixth,
.mh'mi navoy nolel office.
run KB..-Napartment In the
Washington. Available for occupancy on
vcfn-iim.- r
iMt. .jail at Apt. W.
1IIK WAKIII.NGTON,
ItHJ'i W. ( KNTKAT.
Up to date and beautifully located; no
sick, young children or short term tenants
et on the waiting list. Phone
solicited.
wzs.
KitKin, proprietor.

-

ul'fliv,

Keward.

Real

TOR

!Sm-

ifi

?i,.8

siien
KHii-irurniapartment!. Elm
t.oiei, corner r iret ana TUeraa.
w.
son tnree-rooiiro
apart
ment and ileeplng rooma.
Hlghlaad

1

MA1TEM CO;

& CO.

INSUUANCK AGENTS
Third and Gold

'VL

....... .tooiJie
.o.

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

2S4

.. 89
.. 9Hi
.. 87

TMXXm
IIRE

used pullles and clinch. Bargain. Phone (isf,
Fcui SALH New Ice box,
.South Broad vvny. Phone l't:H-,I- . bargain,
F l ) It H A I . E i j ue eut'e,
suituM, for Irotvf;
25 safety deposit bones. Addres.s
O,

3-

6:

43

L

A.

STAR FURNITURE

Monarch range.
411
South
M.odern brick flat, four rooms and
.evenui.
bath. $30.00 per month, water paid.
A nice place on the highands for a Fuit
harness and buagy.
Chus. Mann, old Albuuuemue.
small family.
Foil HAI.h
norm "power motor, Utile

stucco, bath, etc REAL ESTATR, HIRE INSURANCE
cement walks and coping,
also -'
LOANa
FAMM LAND
room adobe, ull on lot 75x142: Phone 168.
216 West Gold.
Third ward.
2. acres, smalt house, bain, etc., tH.OOU.
$1,900
til acres, all In cultlvurlon, $2oo per acre.
frame, modern, glass-eu-'- n
acres, house and
(7,(J(lU.
porch, shade, good outbuild-Wes- t
LOST.
All ctostf to city.
Leild avenue.
It.
i.UXIlMU
wrist
wuuli
i,,u 210 West (.old
ce,nent block
I'f0?1
aiut (Jrlmshaw'a. Hrwunl. l.m,.ii
Phone 007
I'linnp sso.
resillr'ee. hardwood
IiiKiiiaiHc, Iionns, Notary I'ubilo
hot air furnace, corner lot.
bet
ijuiiie ijuni'U or
t'i Nurih
Knurth
and
North Fimt. Itfturn to
good location. Fourth ward.
linn & Klvctrlc Co,
Fifth

-

. .
. .

modern brick, glassed in
sleeping porch, basement, guijige. If
want,
a nice modern brick house
you
close In, here is one that will suit
you. See

Fourth

Miscellaneous.

SAi.E--ilore-

Five-roo-

$2,500

2i

Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper...
Reading
Republic Iron & Steel
Southern Pacific
i
Southern Railway

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE

'

ward.

'

p.

(5!

101

IIS

nouses.

FOlt WA LIS teurnnmea' home, 12,000. Terms
pays m per cent, j'liune owner 85.
FOH SALE Nice three-roobungalow7"f urt
nished, leaving town. 70 East Watita Fe.
FOlt SALE Bungalow; five rooms; beautiPhone 1473-5,000.
fully furnished,
modern brick, heatFOR HALE Five-rooed; six lots. Whole or part. Central, bit
Journal.
FOH SALfe; In Old Town, six-ooadobe
house. Price I7M.0O. P. O. Box St, Old
Albuquerque, N. M".
FOR BALE Nlo home, furnished and
goo- - paying business, $4,00(1,
half cash.
Bungalow, Journal office.
FOH SALE 105 ft. lot, modern bungalow,
rented. House suitable' fur boarders; has
two screened porches. Box 6, . care Journal
'
Out buildings.
FOR SALE Nine room house; four room
apartment upstairs; bath room on each
floor; hot water heat; lawn, shade trees
and garage. 615 West Coal.
FOR BALE (By Owner)
modern
brick flrst ward), hardwood floors, two
porches, basement. Price (3 600 ' 00 ' P O.
Box 213, City,
FOR SALE Cement block house five rooms
sleeping porch, cellar, city water, cornet
lot one block from car lln- -. har.dv to
a little cash and
per month. Call 1301
Himth Am Phnrw 1 ns-FOH SALEStx-rooresidence in Highlands. Worth 13,000, and ll.OOO will swine
It. The amount the house will rent for will
pay naiano on monthly payments. Phone
1S37-Address Pt O. Sox 445. CUfc . , ,

in

FOR KENT Three-roounfurnished house
shade; outbuildings; (10.00. Inquire 1300
North Second.
FOR RENT Four-roohouse in good condition, also three nicely furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Inquire 70D Roma.

FOR

Booth.
furnished house at
South Seventh. Apply at 214 West

ItENT-4-

Five-roo-

07

Gold.
FOH RENT Furnished one-roohouse with
canvass sleeping porch. Light and water
paid; $10.00 per month.. Inquire til West
Coal.

HlghtanoB.

couple,

so

OR

RENT

West Lead.
HiKU-na- s.

Largo

mi

with

sletnln

poren:jgelfortwo, 818 Bast Central.
FOR RENT Furnished room fo7Two5;Tut
lemen. SI. 50 each nam n
i.

iii cusi i;en.
RENT Room, with hot anXeW'w'at
ter, sleeping porches and board. 413 East
Silver. Phone 1468-FOR RENT Modern rooms with
sleeping
porches, with or without board.. Phone
671.
1123 East Central.
FOR RENT 'Four rooms furnished, lights
ami gas; also one room with sleeping
porch. 609 2 East Central.
FOR RENT Modern newly furnished sleeping and light housekeeping rooms, with
gns. also sleeping porches. 814 South Arno.
. .
,
i
Phone 1.152-FOR

FOR BENT Furnished rooms.
lit South
Walter. Phone 201.
'OR RENT Furnished xwo-roo- rn
cottage
with sleeping porch, loil South Walter.
Four-rooKENT
house
two
FOR
glassed
General.
In porches. Water paid, 114. Phone 1622-RENT Furnished room In modern
FOR
furnished cottage. FOlt
home with sleeping 'porch: also board.
Inquire 817 South Broadway. Phone 21 M-Phone J31S.
.
.
FOR RENT 10S South Arno, 7 rooms and
bath, hot water heat, 8:15 per month.
AjU
Open for Inspection.
FOH RENT Modern furnished flat on Eaat FOR SALE 1917 Maxwell, In first class
s.
sanator-lumcondition.
to
Call
111
at
car
line, convenient
Central
South Fourth.
Thaxton ft Co., Third and Gold.
FOH SALE Saxon 7ods"tef7wTli
sell very
furnished eight-rooFOR HALE Beautifully
condition.
cheap,
good
Call 1117 East Oen.
three-rooAlsohouse.
cottage. tral.
Inquire at .111 South Arno. Phone 833.
FOH SAI.F: One complete set of wheels
! OH RENT Small furnished cottage, modfor Ford; nearly new; cheap. P. O'. Box
rood location. 374, flty.
porches;
ern, glassed
15'.'4
East
3S1
Keys
I'hone
mornings.
FOH SALE
Maxwell, tin l Hole
'
'
rnr light delivery service; $76- - Phone

JRSALE

OeneraL

Furnished House; call

1154.

2102--

?ea.

hurnltre.

SfeS

if

"

WANTEIV-T-

o

hen. for

,

exchange Rlw.de IslanA red
white leghorn .' hen. I'houe

PERSONAL.

MKS.

II.

L. BITS KEY

sua. Special rates t

TAX I LINE
BatliwH

CARPENTERING.

I'hone
,

,

US I

CHAN CES.

.

BEST buy In state Model N' Huppmobllt
for 882S. Cash buyers only - considered,
FOR SALL Livestock.
Phone 1967-FOR SALE 11118 Bulck light six,
FHSaLK Two sow. and lo
'
Estate.
FOR ALE
ger, run less than 300 miles; for quick
pigs. 12J North First.
sale wilt take $1,251). Address
care FOR SALE Two well broken cow ponies.
or phone- - 1887-FOR SALE Six acres of cultivated Ian! Journal,
and leave adBesemek's Dairy. Phone 861.
house. Prl:-$850; 1200 cash, dress for demonstration.
with
horses, one buggy and
balance fin a month. Phone ir.85-FOR SALE One Ford roadster 1917 model. FOR BALE;or Two
will trade fur hogs or small
harness,
Also one Ford touring car 1917. model.
FOR SALE I6.600.O will buy two delight
'
1203
North
First.
ful, modern mountain homes on the Pecos Both cars in fine condition. See these cars pigs.
iiliROC JERSEY lions Registered and Im
river, Including 180 acres of land adjoining at Phillips Oarage, S13 West Bllver. r
mune to cnorera. puini lino uo-.- w
the Valley Ranch resort. This offer holds FOR 8ALE A prlxo for some one. Beautiful
El
Dr. R. B. Homan,v..j
good only to Sept. 1st. For further parti1918 Mitchell car, nearly new, a snap for service for sale.
culars apply Box 125. Vallar Ranch. N. M. Cash.
Paso, Texas
11.179; terms, $1,226. It will be reduced 25 each week till sold. Act quickly. THE RIO tlRANDE DL'ROC BOO CO., of
"WANTED Salesmen.
AlbuquerqueThe largest breeders of regPhone 085. Fourth week August 20 to. 27.
istered hogs lnlhe southwest. Can supply
ANTED Salesman, on with car prefer
with herd boars and young stuff at
you
;
red. Ill South Fourth.
FOR SALE
We can also supply y"J
moderate prk-emedicated crude oil for lice, at too per
with
FrtSALIi Frni
crude
oil at 2to per gallon.
Plain
gallon.
Alt complete. Inquire 409 North Edith.
OH furnished to all pig club members free.
MONET TO LOAN On real ret ate security
1514-..
Third.
South
1218
Office
phone
FOR SALE Furniture, Second hand dining
room table, buffet and chairs; good con- WATITJD
TYPEWRITERS.
-- rei ;itz.
dlt on. 615 west noma.
acwith
Salesman
WANTED
Spanish
stock"
ot
stoves
T
New
aWKlTBRS Ail make, overhauled and FOr'SALE
furniture,
quaintances. Ill South Fourth.
repaired. Ribbons for every machine,
and rsnges, stove repair., naruwur. am.
Typwrltar Exohansa, Phoae 114 store fixtures. P'.ione 2032, or address 621 WANTED Al shoe salesman, must speak
street for further Informa
Spanish fluently. Answer, stating references
is. Moinn
vnth " Seventh
' "
''
and salary expected. The 'White Houso,
'
tion.
v
t ,
Santa Fe, N. M. .
TO EXCHANGE.
--

FOR

JB

NjESa
pound horse six years old. Jolin siann.
FOR SALE Albuquerque Hotel, 14 rooms.
The
rifle.
and
Hood
shotgun
WANTED
815 South First.
Exchange, 120 West Oold. Phone 1111,
o
FoK BENT Two building at Seventh and
WANTETi
To buy gats, one or more.
5.
Ceneral Avenue. Apply to J, JS. Elder,
milk gouts for rent. I'hone 2401-agent.
furnn H.viiSU iieipiioti room and office Phone
FOR SALE Hotel, eeventeen well fu.nlehed
iture. Will pay reasonable price.
rooms, centrally lucated, closa to depot.
1198-Owner will sacrifice. See National InvestInWANTED A good "l3 flat baBs horn.
ment
Co., 102 North Third.
Co.,
Indian
Trading
quire at Bennett
1'onrth ana uoui.
FORJSMX PJXi-ii--l5- ?
WANTE- L- At once second hand furniture
and kitchen utensils; also cook stove or t?irirT)A"irTeu
hens, one year old. Also young Belgian ,
range. Phone 2198-hare rnbhlts. I'honn lir.4. 2tx North Arno.
loWANTED Doctor wishes to purchuse
cation to practice medicine in New Mex
PASTURAGL.
ico.' Address Doctor, care jouinu..
HKIliEBT cash: PRICB PAID FOR JUNK FOR RENT 70 acres good pasture; 83 par
month. Dold.'s Ranch, 4 miles south of
BT THE- SOUTHWESTERN JUNK CO.,
.
town Phone 1SSS.
J14 WEST LEAD. PHONB 411. WB ALSO
BPT OLD AUTOS.
RENT
Rooms.
FOR
Ornce
man's and boys
clothes, shoe and underwear. AUw trunks
can
sis.
cases,
and suit
upstairs, over Woolworth's store.
hand store. 817 South First.
office
Folt RENT 8 front" connecting
from a. to to
WANTED 50,000 bags.
room, over Onlrten Rule Store.
eaoh. 500 tons scrap Iron. Pay from
to Mo per lb, Patriotic, duty. Bt. Louis
WANTED rosttion. : y
Junk Co., 405 South First street Phone 878.
MATTRESSES renovated In same or new WANTKLt
('tuition oy experienced office
man. Hookkeepor, alesnian or clerical
tick. Furniture repaired, upholstered and
reflnlahed. Springs restretched. Satisfaction line In store or office. Adireaa R. S.. Journal
guaranteed. Albunuerque Mattresa Factory. W A N TIC I 1' o o n by drUKKlt. lftVt-Hi-Phone 471.
1011 South Second.
but
xprlence; ut present employed,
bfst of
WANTED Careful kodak finishing by mas- would Ilk to make a chawcM
vt,r
Journal.
ter photographers. Twice daily service.
Send
guaranteed.
Ttemember, satisfaction
finishing to a reliable, established firm.
yur
Henna A Hunna, mnster photographers.

I'UH CAKPENTKH work, reasonatiia, 4rup
sm
.
ruk cvm

w

MAIL ST AOS
Phons call anywhere --any time,
Lt. Stiver City 7 a.m.; ar. Mogollon 3 p.m.
Lv. Mogollon 7 a.m.; ar. Silver City 8 p
equipped anto livery In southwest.
BENNETT MOTOH TBANSIl CO.
tiuver City. N. M.

TIME CARDS.

ATCHISON, TOPEKA ft SANTA FE K1AL-WAV

CO.

Westbound.
No.
Class.
Arrives
Departs.
1. The Scout
7:10 pm. 1:30 pm.
3. California
Limited ..11:45 am. 12:46 pm.
7. Fargo Fast
.10:45 am. 11.16 am,
1:80 am, 2:30 am,
8, The Navajo
Southbound.
801. El Paso Express , ... .
10:15 pro.
307. El Paso Express ...
11:45am.
'
JSastbound. . .
11. The Scout
am,
8:05am,
.....,.,..7.35
3. The Navajo
,o put
5:40 pm.
4. California Limited ...8:00 pm.
7:0pm,
I. Banta Fa Eight.
pra. 10:2 pm.
From Hnnlh.
814. Kansas Ctty and Chicago,
....7:0atu,
8U8, Kaasag .CH. and
Cain, .lii4 tm.

.....:;)

tV

CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
118 WEST CENTRAL

BOARDS MAY S

AVE.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners
GUARANTEED.
ALBUQCERQCK,

ABSOLUTELY
$15.

Egg Plums

lime

(cdny.

crhnis,

more

V.SK Plum
than
that is no large iimoiini.

Yellow

balance (!' iJio season, and
Now Sweet PiXuloes, II)., I (If.

I lie- -

wiJJ

I

N. If.

have nil

HOMER

STORE
H.

S15 Marble

Phone

WARD

Avenue.
.173-171-1-

TODAY AND TOMORROW

MAY MURRAY
in THE BRIDE'S AWAKENING
Six Reels

Also a Good Comedy Reel
CRUSADERS'

Coming, August

The First Official U. S. War Feature

Another fresh shipment of
fakes, chocolate puffs, chocolate drops, snow drops, cocoa-n-

SO .Ml

8

ut

wheatless
mur.shtnallows,
corn
milk
cakes,
craokera,
lunch cakes.
Cantaloupes, 2 for 15c
Sweet Potatoes, lb., 10c

srnsciuiiEits are
lillllMI IN PAYMENTS.

There arc still some siibserib.
to the- iMitrlots' war fund who
Ore liehincl In (heir payiiH'iKs.
"Tim subscriptions have been
coining in better the last few

rrs

-

days,"

said

llaolil

.1.

KeiKWiu.

,
chief elerk of the fund,
"but there are still a few
persons who are several months
behind. In their payments."
Patrons are recpiestocl not to
forget that (he war fund offiee
will he open the evening of the
1st, 2ml, and 3rd mid the loth,
Kith and l.lh of eueh month as
well as every day from H o'clock
until 5 o'clock.
yi'sc-i-lay-

f

Malteucci, Palladino&Co.

!

GROCERIES AND MEATS
601 W. Tljeras. Phones
0

2

495-49-

i Strong Brothers i
Undertakers

PROMPT SERVICE.
75.

PHONE
STRONG ISI.K., COPPEB
AND SECOND.

LOCAL

ITEMS

a moonlight party on the mesa this
evening. They will meet at the church
at 8 o'clock and will go to the pteniv
grounds in automobiles.
George Tteidy, son of Dr. and Mrs.
J. A. iieidy, 610 West Copper avenue,
entertained eight of his boy friends
yesterday afternoon in commemoration of his eighth birthday. He took
his guests to the picture show.
John ., M. Hall of Washington,
n
r,i.inte.l hv President Wilson
as chief inspector of the bureau of
locomotive
inspectors, was in Albuquerque yesterday, the guest of District Inspector C. W. Chldester.
Captain John II. Peck, tubercular
specialist;VY.Corporal ft. 8. Watson ana
W. innes ami uoianu n.
Privates
Wilson, who were at Fort Bayard. N.
yesterday
M
were in Albuquerque
the guests of A. T. Hyde. They will
Dodge,
for
Camp
this
leave
morning
Des Moines, Ja.
1
.nr pnllided with an flUtO- mobile of the Singer Taxi company at
avenue
Second street ana i:enirai
The auto
t a nvtnrlf liist night.
mobile was turning the corner .lust
tec:
as the street car started soum onautoond street. One fender of the
the
of
fender
front
mobile and the
street car were damaged.
re-n-

Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafe.
Martin & Thorn. I&xl. Phone 273.
Mrs. Tim Ford is ill at St. Joseph'';
sanatorium.
Albuquerque Camp No. 1, W. O. W.,
Will meet at 8 o'clock tonight.
Mrs. A. F. Morrissette, 2 G North
Ninth street, has returned from a trip
to Ijis Vegas.
Demosthenes Aportaea has started
to work in the Santa Fe shops as a
boijermaker apprentice.
Miss Mildred Burtless, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. fiurtless, is visiting: friends In Silver Citv.
The condition of Kd F. .Hart, who
underwent an operation several day"
to be improved
ago, was reported
last night.
E. Lara and Trinidad Sabedra were NEW OWNERS WILL
fined J 1 5 each yesterday afternoon
OPEN jDEAL THEATER
on a charge of being drunk and disorderly'.
12. it. Bliss, who has
gone to MichiThe Ideal theater, closed the past
gan City, Ind and Chicago on busi- few weeks, will reopen on September
ness, will not return until about Sepnntit.ntv now management
tember 1.
with new owners. Two young
and
The Olrl Scouts drill team will
who have neen in tne cay u
meet at 2 o'clock this afternoon and men,
he in charge, and
,ut the u.noitsfew will
nt 3:30 o'clock the entire troop will for
days they have been
past
meet for rehearsal.
,
husilv engaged cleaning the place
buck to- and
tua
Harmony lodge No. 1, I. O. O. F.,
,W,,V ,1nnt rlpnr
llic fr,.nt
will confer the third degree tonighr. i.
n, tntro Tii. wn Is and ceil
After the degree work refreshments ing will be in charge of the painters
will be served.
and kalsominers, anil everyming conMrs. Agapita Kllgore, wife of Cornected with the theater will undergo
poral John Kilgore, left yesterday for thorough cleansing. The names of the
to
be at the bedside of her new owners are M. P. Williamson and
.Santa Fe,
R. li. Allen, and they are from Attica,
father, who is quite ill.
Don It. Casados, clerk at the Alva-rad- o Ind., where they were formerly in the
hotel, returned Wednesday night moving picture business. W. 11, Moore,
from a week's stay in Cleveland, N. familiarly known as "Spot" Moore,
M. He wag visiting his parents there. will have charge of the machines.
The army recruiting station yester.
daw received orders to enlist physicalDEATHS AND FUNERALS
ly "qualified men between 46 and 65
years of age, provided the applicants
ore skilled tradesmen.
Ell Muse Lisle.
Second Lieutenant John B. Harris,
Eli Mase Lisle. 42 years old, died
who enlisted In the Infantry at Colo- at 3 o'clock yesterday morning at
rado, has arrived safely overseas, ac- his residence in the highlands. He
cording to word received by his grand- is survived by i widow and three
father. Colonel A. W. Harris, yester- small 'children. The body was taken
to Strong
Brothers' undertaking
day.
rooms and Bent to his former home
Mr. and Mrs. II. M. Pray and chilin
ito
mado
Oklahoma
who
southern
the
City last night.
dren,
trip
California In an automobile, returned
home day before yesterday. Mr. Pray
NOTICE. .
reports having had a fine overland
As I will be out of town on busitrip.
ness mv office will be closed for three
A. C. Burtless, who has been con'
fined at a local hospital as a result days, August
1)11. H. J. DAVIS, Dentist,
of an Injury he received to one leg
V. Central.
210
while at work several weeks ago, waH
reported to be in better condition last
Don't forget' the tea tonight at the
night.
'
Error occurred in the auction ad- Canteen hospital.
vertisement inserted in the city .papersAttend the auction this afternoon
The auction will not ocYesterday.
2:40 o'cKsk at 813 South Fiflll
'.
cur at 315 South Third street, as an- at
street. Excellent
household goods
nounced, but at 315 South Fifth are
listed for sale.
street.
Th e young people of St. Paul s
Uvcry ami sacbi.-- horses. Trlmblo
(English Lutheran church will enloy
1

t

1

c,

...i

committee has bee" appointed
asthe Chamber of Commerce toto l
sist in the farewell celehration
win
who
held for the fifty draftees
leave here next Tuesday night 1J"'
ne
Ark.
A

Little Hock.
committee consists of Col. 1.A. rv.
''al"
VC.rli.n flriihlim.
co
mi Jin d Mike Nash. Tlle.V will
cf
council
.Mtarnln with til. enlintV
bodies
ih..r patriotic
t
o.i iniu
uririiiit cim
sticce'S
in making the celebration
The train which uarries the men
,'clock and
at
Uiitn nrofn til
's.it
all persons who desire to have a meet
in the affair are requested to
T
at Robinson park promptly at the
The parade will leave
o'clock.
park at 7:15 o'clock wiil be made
At the Etation talks
e
men.
bv
In the parade will be a band, a
of
police, the city officials, the
squad
draft board, the Red Cross, the Y.
M. C. A., the P. W. c. A., women
of the American Army and other pa- Pike,

K

ANYTHING

SUITS
Four

triotic orders.

Co,
.

Automobiles will not participate
the parade, all persons marching

in
on

ASSISTANT ENGINEER
DO WITH

"MISS INNOCENCE''
ilMnHM

I'll'

MIS

C.

dress-makin-

B. Bey-

lust night what he
would do with the skeletons and parts
of skeletons which were unearthed
on Elm street in the Highlands several days ago.
The first idea that troubled him
was the matter of finding a new cemetery in which to place the historic
skulls and bones. He then wondered
if the reburying of the bones would
necessitate nnv form of a ceremonial. Ho decided that it would not.
Although he has not reached a final
decision, Mr. Beyer said that he would
probably bury the bones ami skulls
somewhere on the mesa.
They were unearthed by a street
gang which was at work on Elm

er was undecided

I- N-

"The
Ghost of the
Rancho"

LOST
Ticket to Itiikersfifld,
I

i

California.
No. 401!!. Return to
office at station and re-

in

I

ticket

IKIII,

ceive reward.

Hawaii
A XPMHER

A

WHEN HE

GOES TO HELP FRIEND

His old man threw him out of doors because he was wild
work and won a mighty pretty girl and
cleaned up a gang of bad men just to prove he had the
1J i
ngni siun in mm.
tj

Farm Labor Agent

BLIGHTED LOVE"
"HER Paramount

1.

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

Phone

710,

D
513-61-

5

CO.
W. Central.

Yesterday, twelve laundry coupon books, by a driver. Numbered us follows: 111(17, 1UH0.
(list, lOHl", ln.t, 2177. 2182,
2IK:i, 2 HI, 821, 3202, 3293.
Reward will he given on (heir
- rcl urn
to the laundry, hut if
not returned they will lie cancelled and rendered without
value.

SALESMAN
EXPERIENCED
and Btockkeeper for Cotton goods

department.

1

THE ECONOMIST

Imperial Laundry Co.

WANTED
A

Dog License
Notice!
All

owners

of dogs who fail

driver for a Ford truck.

Reward. Phone 2209
-

El

to

Geo. D. Hammond

lead Lettuce
Bartlett Pears
Large Sweet Potatoes
White and Black Grapes White Celery
Green Lima Beans
Yellow Peaches
We Offer Good Canning Pears and Plums
Coffees
Chase 6c Sanborn Teas-anCactus Butter

WANTED r
At once, two or three
experienced salesladies.
Apply at
THE ECONOMIST

Morning Delivery 10:30

Afternoon Delivery "4:00
'.

j. A. Skinner

with experience in driving
WHITE TRUCK
for country work. Apply to

Phones 60, 61 and 63

Grunsfeld Bros.

205 South First St.

AUCTION SALE
Today, August 23, at 315 South Fifth Street
Sale Will Start Promptly

George Roslington
Resident Officer

'

I

,

United States Food Administration License No.

Driver Wanted

Chocolate

'5

Skinner's Grocery
Native Watermelons

The Real Hoover Candy

.-

l(W'J.WM!
aWa4iteaaaai44JiW'Sr

We have some very fine Cantaloupes at 5c
each

CITY CLERK

Truck

LOST
Ladies' Wrist Watch.

JaaWJbaiu

procure dog license on or before
August 31, 1918, for the year be
ginning Aug. 1, 191 S, will be
prosecuted under the ordinances
which provide for such license.

0

GRAZING LAND FOR SALE
Suitable range for sheep for
lease on long or short term lease.
Win. L. Btaley & Co., Secondhand
Gold Ave.

BRYANT'S DELIVERY

Mission

;

Shop Chocolate

To Repluce That Broken Window
..
a Glass.
CO.
LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE
421 N. First.
Phone 421."

p,.

m.

.

GRIMSHAW'S

Let Us Send a Man

at 2:40

Four rooms of Al furniture to be sold.. Note some of the following articles:
Mahogany dresser, one suite of mahogany chairs, four reed chairs,
hook ease, several small rugs, bed springs unci mattress, window
draperies, one dozen well selected pictures, cot, porch swing, refrigerator,, kitchen table, one heater, one water healer, and many other
articles not. mciil ioiic d In this advertisement. This is beautiful furniture mid If you are In need of unytliliig at nil you cannot afford to
niiss this mle.
This furniture Is sanitary and the same ns new don't miss this
on lmnd early.
opportunity-li- e
i

J. L. GOlJER, Auctioneer.

Second and Central
"Grtmshaw Wants to See You"

t

Adults 15c, Children 10c

LOST

British Canadian Recruiting

ht

Murray

10c

to 6 Admission
6 to 11
1

t

........

Comedy wllli Charley

Mack Sennet t

All persons wishing to enlist in the
British or Canadian forces are requested to call on the undersigned.

Airedale Dog

Feature Full of Pep
and Action

so he went to

BRITISHERS
ENLIST NOW!

LOST

rt

V xk Si

Want positions on farms some
are experienced hands. Employers needing men should
see the
MORNING JOURNAL OFFICE

When a policeman arrests your
r,.id,i it ic vi, t aiu'.ivs !i :ifp nolicv

Five-pa-

OF

FARM LABORERS

street.

MAN ARRESTED

washburn

g
How to cut down your
bill, ami help win the
war, by using your old frocks.
to any
Successfully remodeled
Myle In vogue. PHONE 2I0I-W- .

SKELETONS

Assistant City Engineer

.

Red CroM Club,

MONDAY

N1

Caprice in

ryant

LADIES

WHAT TO

WONDERING

PROGRAM ANNOUNCED
mittee. No. isai.w
FOR BAND CONCERT
CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP

"

June

LAST TIME TODAY

utfw3K2j''r

foot.

s.

"Two-Bit-

SI NDAY

u

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Ih.

Join'tbe

In

'O THEATER

Piano, bench and .cabinet.
Phone 2182W'

V

Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning
- iMUver.
PUoiW 999,

9

FOR SALE

:

I!ULS

klc

I

MUPWW.

five-roo-

HAULING BY TONS
by Honry'i Delivery.

Ai buc

iff Comedy
"The Village Scandal"

four-minut-

Bryant's Delivery

YOUR

Fatty

Al-.-

lly .lames Baca, Adjt. (Jen.

attemDt l0 resPlln i,m from th
inouici
patrolman
policeman.
Chaves arrested D. Pruet on the
last
night when,
charge of speeding
according to Chaves, Seigel interfered and attempted to rescue his friend
Chaves arrested him also.
DON'T SELL YOUR
Seigel in fact did not fare so well
as Prouet. The latter was released
LIBERTY BOND, IS
on JS25 bond for his appearance, in no.
while the
lice qourt this morning
PLEA OF C. OF C. former was lodged in the city jail
Seigle, according, to authorities, said
com:nu irom
he was a real
Chambers of commerce throughout New York city, officer,
v
camthe country are instituting a
paign to educate the public against
selling, trading or otherwise disposing RED CROSS CANTEEN TEA
of their Liberty Bonds. The local
WILL BE HELD TONIGHT
received notice of the
organization
campaign yesterday.
According to information furnished
The Red Cross canteen tea will bo
many persons are disposing of their held in the canteen hospital on the
Liberty Bonds to unscrupulous buy- mesa tonight, sanawienes, cea ano
ers. The organization urges that all coffee will be served and games and
owners of bonds retain tiiem. If this music will furnish the entertainment.
Is not possible the advice is to sell
will convey those who desire
them only through a bank, where the to Cars
attend. The tea begins at 7
correct value will be paid for them.
o'clock and the automobiles v;ill be
A list of "pointers" Issued by the
in operation ten minutes before that
chamber of commerce is as follows: time.
Don't Trade.
If tempted to consider a trade take
There will lie plenty of fun nt the
the trader to the nearest bank and Red
Cross canteen tea tonight.
ask the banker to check the value of
the thing offered.
if you absolutely must have the At 31.1 Fouth Fifth Hirect this after
money your bond can always be sold noon there will occur an miction of
for cash In the open market and the household goods. Re on lmnd.
dally papers will tell you what it Is
B. M. WIIjIAAMS
worth.
Dentist
Keep your bond until the end of the
war. Go without something you need Rooms 1 and 2. WUlclng Bulldlni
Phone No. 684.
rather than sell it. Your bond is your
Corner Kciconrt and Ool.
substitute on the fighting front. To
part with it takes you out of the
fight.
Instead of selling the bond you ow.i
FOR QUICK BERVICB
buy another one to keep the first one
221 Went Copper.
Pbone Ml.
company.
Liberty Bonds are the best security
on earth today.
GENTRY'S EGGS
They are the promise of the United
Hawkins, Skinner, Champion, Con- States government to pay you interest
twice a year and to pay the face value roy and Son Joso Market; 70c dozen.
of the bonds when due. Their safety
FOR RENT Furnished
is the reason they carry a low rate of
and
interest. Detach each coupon on tne new bungalow. Sleeping porch
date it bears, take it to a bank and large basement. All modern Imiwovc-mciKor draw the
Close in. Inquire of Mrs.
deposit It to your account,
'
cash value.
pold Meyer, 701 West Copper. Phone
and
bonds
1040.
keep
Register your
them where they cannot be lost, stolen
renew or take
Persona who wttn
or destroved. Go to a bank for Infor
mation manv banks offer facilities out memberships In the Red Crow
an
lose
To
for safe keeping of bonds.
do so by calling at Strong'! Book
unregistered bond is the same as to Store, O. A. Mataon Co., Grimshaw's
of
amount
money.
lose that
or Mrs. n. R. Ferguson, or by phoning
the chairman of the Membership com-

CLEANED, $1 Is Motorized
uit pressed $1.25. Phone 3.

Alice Brady

in "Woman and Wife"

Council of Defense

'
567
PHOSTE
The program
for the municipal
PFIJVERT
CALL
ANO
band concert, which will be held in FREE
BATCH'S OLD STAND
Robinson park at 8 o'clock tonight
was announced yesterday by Professor Fred K. Ellis, leader of the band.
follows:
The progmi"La Marseillaise."
'
"Kansas City Star," march.
An
"Over the Top," one step.
"Youth's Golden Dreams," waltzes.
abut six months old. Finder
"Some Day They're Coming Home
please notify undersigned.
Again."
A. B. M'MILLEN.
singLiberty chorus and community "Rule
(h)
(a) "America",
ing:
Prittiania",
(c) "Keen the Home
Fires Burning", (d) "Over There",
(el "Star Spangled Banner."
"Fncle Ham. a Grand Old Man."
USED CAR SALE
"La Travlata," a selection.
"American Fantasia," medley.
Look Over the ListTon Way
"I've Got the Nicest Little Home In
Find Just Wha Von Want.
Dixie." fox trot.
One
"Salve Dimora." Faust, act 3.
Overland
Touring,
"Star Spangled Banner."
...$200
One Overland Touring,
Come to the Red Cross canteen tea
.$250
,
One Doit, Touring
l..$450
tonight.
Wyllis-KnlgOne
Touring,
Auction of household Roods at 815
(an excellent
al
South Fifth Btreet this afternoon
buy)
.,...,,....$1250
'
2:40 o'clock. Attend.
MANX
ISCxI Barn.
AMONG
BARGAINS
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
BITTNER HOUSE ROOMS
For stone Jars phone 74 and they
LOOK THEM OVER
821.
will be delivered today sure. Haabe &
Month Mrt. Prion
Bit

Maujer,

fresEeZ...

one-inc- h

1- -9

SPRINGER

TODAY AND TOMORROW
Pictures and Music
House of High-clas- s

.

by

Camp

S

Pursuant to instructions
from the New Mexico Council of Defense, the Adjutant
General will sell the property of the late Military
Camp on the mesa. There
are approximately 70 buildings, varying from 20x60
feet to 20x120 feet, and
water pipe, different dimensions. Persons interested will call at the camp on
Adjutant General Baca or
h i s representative
for
prices, etc. The lumber
consists of
and dimension lumber of all sizes
and lengths.
j

.

man-pow-

YRIC THEATE

Super Feulure in

With

That limited service men in Bernalillo county who are qualified to do
clerical work may bo called for service at the different draft boards, state
boards, state headquarters and medical advisory boards, was intimated in
tin order which was received at the
local board yesterday from Capt. R.
C. lteid at Santa Fe.
The authority to call limited men
with clerical experience for this work
has been given in anticipation of the
Increased work which is expected to
result from the probable enactment
byl now before
of the new
congress.
states
that some
The order also
who
registrants in deferred classes, clas
will be willing to waive deferred
sification, may be inducted for the
same work. The order follows:
"Realizing the difficulties of serur-im- r
and maintaining competent and
ample clerical forces for state headquarters and for local, 'district and
medical advisory boards and in anticipation of the largely increased volume
of work which will result from the enactment into law of the bill now pend
ing In congress to increase the age
limits for expeditiously classifying the
new registrants In order to be ready-trespond instantly to calls for
this office has requested
men,
in
and secured
authority to
service either as privates or
into
duct
In
grades for cler
ical and administrative work at state
headotiarters. local district or advisory
boards, class one registrants who are
lihvsieallv disqualified for general mil
i'.ary service, but qualified for special
or limited military service a'nd also
specially (nullified' for such clerical
and administrative work.
instructions
"Detailed
concerning
the Induction of.stich registrants, their
mustering in, the
rank which may lie allowed in certain
cases anil so forth will be issued in
due course. I'ntil such instructions
are promulgated and specific authority issued by this office for the induc
tion of such registrants no steps
should be tuken except that boards
ought to make careful inspection of
their lists of class one limited service
men qualified as clerks and ascertain:
whether or not there may be some
who
registrants in deferred classes classiwill be willing to waive deferred
fication and bemducted for this

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROBERT JONES
Coal and South Walter.
..570
Phone .

FOR SALE!

DRAFTEES TUES.

Advisory Boards,

No.

fit IDE

FOR FAREWELL TD

Clerical
Knowledge Are Likely to Be
Summoned to Aid Draft and

ou
not overlook Armour's tirape Juice pinls, 20c; quai'ls, !()(.
know ll's a bargain.
Pure Exlriirti'il Honey, puc ked ill pint Mason jars mill pails of 10
ict' comb honey.
lls. net ucilit.

WARD'S

PUNS

TED SER1I CE

Registrants

Jo

V. S. Food License

1J

GALL CLERKS IN

'Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
THONE

23, 1918.

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Friday, August

EIGH'

Gallnp Lrnnp
Cerrlllof Lamp

Hahn Coal Co.
PHONE 91

Gallop Store

Cerrllloa Stove

i

.

Y ANTHRACITE,
ALL SIZES; STEAM COAL.
t
Oaks, Mill Wood, Factory Wood. Cord Wood. Native Kindling, Lima,

,

